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ABSTRACT 

Two post processing methods for quantifying the shadow effect of the offshore wind farm 

Princes Amalia (PA) onto Egmond aan Zee (OWEZ) wind farm are analyzed and 

benchmarked. The first method is the author’s proposed shadow effect determination 

method (SEDM), which quantifies an offshore wind farm’s shadow effect based on 

mesoscale WRF (Weather Research Forecast) idealized modeling and the observed 

frequency of the analyzed site’s wind conditions. The Fitch turbine parametrization 

scheme and Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) surface layer and planetary 

boundary layer (PBL) schemes were used to simulate the wind farm’s interactions, based 

on site conditions.  

 

The proposed physical downscaling method (SEDM) uses filtered simulated atmospheric 

stability and wind speed conditions, in order to calculate the percent wind speed deficit 

downstream of PA, with regard, first, to observed wind speed frequency and, secondly, to 

wind speed and corresponding atmospheric stability regimes. Then a statistical 

downscaling method, based on the established Analog Ensemble (AnEn) technique, 

developed by Luca Delle Monache et al. (2011) was employed to verify the results from 

the first method. This method runs a post processing algorithm using the weighted average 

of the observations that were verified when the 15 best analogs were valid.  

 

Observed wind speed data at 10 m and 50 m height was used as Numerical Weather 

Prediction (NWP) input data and fit to observed time series data. From this, wind speeds 

at 116 m were extrapolated, in order to estimate the reconstructed atmospheric stability. 

The two methods were benchmarked and shadow effects were quantified in the range of 

7.53% - 22.92% for the SEDM and within an 80% confidence interval of 0.23% -1.83% 

for the statistical downscaling method. Given the physical method’s exceedance of this 

confidence interval, WRF idealized modeling proves itself as a consistent means of 

quantifying an offshore wind farm’s wake, as demonstrated by comparable studies, 

however inaccurate when benchmarked to statistical modelling methods that use observed 

wind speed data to recreate atmospheric conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key words: Shadow effect, offshore wakes, atmospheric stability, analog ensemble, wake 

forecasting, idealized mesoscale modeling, Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model, 

downscaling, North Sea, Princes Amalia, Egmond aan Zee 
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NOMENCLATURE 

EC European Commission 

EU European Union 

OWEZ Egmond aan Zee wind farm 

PA Princes Amalia wind farm 

ECN Energy Research Center of the 

Netherlands 

WRF Weather Research Forecast 

AFRICA model Advanced Forecasting Increased 

Confidence data Assimilation model 

SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition 

PGF Pressure Gradient Force 

PBL Planetary Boundary Layer 

IBL Internal Boundary Layer 

TKE Turbulent Kinetic Energy 

QKE Twice TKE from MYNN physics scheme 

BRN Bulk Richardson Number 

IEC International Electrotechnical 

Commission 

LES Large Eddy Simulations 

MFwWF Mesoscale Flow with Wind Farming 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

SAR Synthetic aperture radar 

WAsP Wind Atlas Analysis and Application 

Program 

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

SOWFA Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications 

AEP Annual Energy Production 

RANS Rynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 

equations 

NWP Numerical Weather Prediction 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration 

AnEn Analog Ensemble 

NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research 

WPS WRF preprocessing system 

ARW Advanced Research WRF 

NCL NCAR Command Language 

MYNN Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino  

AIM method As If Measured method 

MERRA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for 

Research and Applications  

SEDM Shadow Effect Determination method 
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Greek Symbols 
Symbol Definition Units 

𝜌 Air density [
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3] 

𝜌𝑑 Dry air Density [
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3
] 

𝛺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ Rotational speed of the Earth 
[
𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑠
] 

𝛺 Angular velocity 
[
𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑠
] 

𝜑 Latitude [deg,°] 

𝜑 Blade angle of inflow [deg,°] 

𝜏𝑅 Reynolds stress 
[

𝑁

𝑚2
] 

 σ𝑢, σ�̅�, σ�̅� Standard deviation of mean 

wind speed 
[
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝜎𝑖 Standard deviation of a 

predictor variable  
[
𝑚

𝑠
, 𝑀𝑊, 𝑒𝑡𝑐. ] 

κ Von Kármán constant [-] 

𝛼𝑐 Charnock parameter [-] 

𝜃 Potential temperature [K] 

 ξ Stability parameter [-] 

α Axial Induction factor [-] 

ω Change in angular velocity 
[
𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑠
] 

 α Wake Decay Constant [-] 

𝜂𝑝 Power Deficit from wake 

interference 

[MW] 

𝜂 Non-dimensional hydrostatic 

pressure ratio (WRF)/ eta 

gradients 

[-] 

𝜇𝑑 Hydrostatic pressure ratio, dry 

atmosphere 

[-] 

ϕ WRF geopotential [𝑚2/𝑠^2] 
𝛩 Modified potential temperature 

field 

[Kkg] 

𝜀 Dissipation rate of TKE 
[
𝑚2

𝑠3
] 
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Wind Speed Symbols 
Symbol Definition Units 

U Mean wind speed [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑈𝑤 Wind speed in wake [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑈∞ Upstream wind speed [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑢𝑥 Horizontal wind speed in x-

plane 
[

𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑣𝑦 Horizontal wind speed in y-

plane 
[

𝑚

𝑠
] 

V Wind velocity for turbine 

parametrization 
[

𝑚

𝑠
] 

g acceleration from Earth’s 

gravity 
[
𝑚

𝑠2
] 

R Specific Heat 
[

𝐽

𝑘𝑔𝐾
] 

T Absolute air temperature [K] 

∇𝑃 Pressure Gradient Force [N] 

𝑈𝑔 Geostrophic wind speed [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑓𝑐 Coriolis force 
[
𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑠
] 

�̅�, �̅�, �̅� Mean wind speed components [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑢′, 𝑣′, 𝑤′ Wind speed turbulence 

contributions 
[
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑢∗ Friction velocity [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

q Humidity [%] 
𝑓𝑖 Frequency of occurrence in 

wind speed bin, i  

[%] 

 

Turbulence and Stability Symbols 
Symbol Definition Units 

I Turbulence Intensity [-] 

k Turbulent kinetic energy 

flow [
𝑚2

𝑠2
] 

QKE Twice TKE from WRF 

MYNN scheme [
𝑚2

𝑠2
] 

L Monin-Obukhov Length [m] 

BRN Bulk Richardson Number [-] 

ξ Stability parameter [-] 

𝑧𝑜 Roughness Length [m] 
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𝛼 Wake decay constant [-] 

𝑈𝑤𝑖 Wind speed behind turbine, 

i 
[
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑈𝑜 Upstream wind speed [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑃𝑤𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 Power in wake or free zone [MW] 

 

 

Wind Turbine and Aerodynamic Symbols 
Symbol Definition Units 

𝑝𝑑 Pressure at actuator disc [𝑘𝑃𝑎] 
𝑝∞ Upstream pressure [𝑘𝑃𝑎] 

𝑝𝑑
+, 𝑝𝑑

− Pressure difference across 

actuator disc 

[𝑘𝑃𝑎] 

𝐴𝑟 Rotor area of a turbine [𝑚2] 
𝐸𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 Available Energy from a 

wind flow 

[KWh] 

𝑝𝑜 Standardized reference 

pressure (100kPa or 

1000mb) 

[𝑘𝑃𝑎, 𝑚𝑏] 

𝑈𝑑 Wind speed over actuator 

disc 
[
m

s
] 

P Power [MW] 

T Turbine thrust [N] 

𝐶𝑝 Power coefficient [-] 

𝐶𝑇 Thrust coefficient [-] 

𝑎′ Azimuthal interference 

factor 

[-] 

𝐹𝐿 Lift force [N] 

𝐹𝐷 Drag force [N] 

c Chord length [m] 

𝐶𝑙 Lift coefficient [-] 

𝐶𝑑 Drag coefficient [-] 

r Blade radius [m] 

B Number of turbine blades [-] 

Q Rotor torque [Nm] 

D Rotor Diameter [m] 
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Analog Ensemble Symbols 
Symbol Definition Units 

𝐷𝑡 Analog distance at time, t [-] 

𝜎𝑖 Standard deviation of a 

predictor variable  
[
𝑚

𝑠
, 𝑀𝑊, 𝑒𝑡𝑐. ] 

𝑤𝑖 Weight of predictor variable, 

i 

[-] 

𝑅𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡+𝑗 Reanalysis variable for 

reconstruction/verification 

period 

[
𝑚

𝑠
, 𝑀𝑊, 𝑒𝑡𝑐. ] 

𝑅𝑖,𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔+𝑗 Reanalysis variable for 

training period 
[
𝑚

𝑠
, 𝑀𝑊, 𝑒𝑡𝑐. ] 

𝑢𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
 Reconstructed observation, 

i.e. wind speed 
[
𝑚

𝑠
 ] 

   

 

WRF Symbols 
Symbol Definition Units 

(𝑚𝑥, 𝑚𝑦) Map scale factors for WRF 

projections 

[-] 

𝐹𝑈 Acceleration of corrected 

wind speed 
[
𝑚

𝑠2
] 

�̇� Mass flow rate of air 
[
𝑘𝑔

𝑠
] 

U Corrected wind speed [
𝑚

𝑠
 ] 

𝛥𝑥, 𝛥𝑦 Horizontal grid size in 

zonal and meridional 

directions, respectively 

[m] 

ρ Mixture density 
[
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3
] 

𝐶𝑇𝐾𝐸 Difference between thrust 

and power coefficients in 

Fitch parametrization 

scheme 

[-] 

𝜕𝑇𝐾𝐸𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔

𝜕𝑡
 

Rate of turbulent kinetic 

energy generation 
[𝑚2/𝑠3] 

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑡
 

Rate of power generation [W/s] 

𝐵1 Closure constant in MYNN 

PBL scheme 

[-] 



 x 

𝑆𝑞,𝑀,𝐻 Stability function for 

humidity, momentum and 

heat, respectively 

[-] 

L Mixing Length [m] 

𝐾𝑚 Eddy momentum 

diffusivity 
[𝑚2/𝑠] 

 

 

Shadow Effect Determination Method Symbols  
Symbol Definition Units 

𝑈𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 Wind speed deficit between 

“Free” and “Downstream” 

zones 

[
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑈𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 Wind speed in “Free” zone [
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑈𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 Wind speed in 

“Downstream” zone 
[
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑈𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡−𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 Wind speed deficit between 

“Upstream” and 

“Downstream” zones 

[
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒−𝑃𝐴 Wind speed in “Upstream” 

zone 
[
𝑚

𝑠
] 

𝑛𝑖 Number of simulated wind 

speeds in bin, i 

[-] 

𝑛𝑖 , 𝜉 Number of simulated wind 

speeds in bin i and stability 

regime 𝜉 

[-] 
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PREFACE 

 

The first chapter of the thesis discusses the recent trends in the EU’s offshore wind power 

development. Chapter 2, Problem Description, describes the research topic and practical 

details concerning the thesis work, including a detailed description of the two wind farms 

being analyzed.  

In Chapter 3, Literature Review, a review of the theoretical background for the thesis 

project and applicable contemporary research is conducted. This includes the topics of 

atmospheric meteorology, wind turbine aerodynamics, wakes, an overview of the WRF 

model, applicable parametrization schemes and a discussion of physical and statistical 

downscaling methods for Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) data.  

In Chapter 4, Methodology and Data, the methods used to analyze the mesoscale 

simulations, as well as the shadow effect determination method, is presented. The results 

of the project are presented in Chapter 5, Results. First, the results from the carried out 

simulations will be discussed, followed by the shadow effect determination method. This 

is followed by Chapter 6, Discussion and Analysis, in which the results of the thesis work 

will be compared to those of similar research projects.  

Finally, the overall findings of the thesis and how these results may affect future work are 

presented in Chapter 7, Conclusions.  

 

  



 1 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  

  

Wind is considered a renewable and sustainable energy resource, governed by the uneven 

heating of the earth by solar radiation and energy has been harnessed from the wind far 

before people began to truly understand the complex systems in which it functions. Long 

before the modern-day turbines became a common form of electrical generation, their 

predecessors, windmills, were designed to convert the kinetic energy from winds into 

mechanical energy. These windmills date back as early as 947 AD, having been 

discovered in near the border of Afghanistan [11].  

It was not until roughly 150 years later that the first horizontal axis windmills were built 

throughout the Mediterranean coast and in Northern France, a design that would remain 

fairly constant until the mid-19th Century. These were only to become cultural artifacts 

once efficient and interconnected power grids began to supply civilization with its newly 

sought after electrical energy in the early 1900s.  

As these mechanical windmills evolved into the modern-day turbines they soon spread 

throughout much of Europe and began to rapidly increase in size, with a great 

concentration in the continent’s northern countries. Over the last 35 years turbines have 

evolved from a meager 75kW rated power to well over 5 MW rated power, ever-increasing 

to beyond 10MW in the near future, see Figure 1.1. As turbines increase in magnitude, so 

must the total capacity for the electrical grids that are responsible for transmitting the 

generated energy to consumers. Solutions for this challenge are currently being discussed 

by the European Commission (EC) and will be detailed in a following section [9].  

Along with these advancements in turbine technology came a greater focus on the 

atmospheric systems that governed the wind’s actions. Several leading meteorologists, 

Figure 1.1 Wind turbine size trend [15]. 
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including Roland Stull and Howard Bluestein, began to expand upon the physical nature 

of atmospheric dynamics allowing for a more predictable understanding of wind 

conditions. This has led to an even greater efficiency in electrical generation and wind 

turbine expansion.  

In light of the overwhelming impacts of Climate Change, the European Commission has 

created the Renewable Energy Directive in 2009 (2009/28/EC), which developed a legally 

binding target of 20% of energy systems throughout European countries being 

supplemented with renewable energy systems by 2020. One source of renewable energy 

that has a great potential to contribute to this goal is wind power. Although wind power is 

only one aspect of meeting this renewable energy systems goal, there has been a clear and 

rising trend in the successful implementation of wind farms both onshore and offshore 

throughout Europe. Several European Union (EU) countries have successfully adapted 

their energy needs to this Directive. In particular, Denmark has had overwhelming success 

in their wind power generation, often able to supply more than the entire country’s energy 

demands on wind power alone, due to the country’s overwhelmingly strong wind 

resources on and offshore [16].  

Overall, EU wind power projects have been implemented at an increasing rate of roughly 

10% each year, since the turn of the Century [12]. 

1.1 Transition to Offshore Wind Farms 

While wind turbines and farms were historically built and operated onshore, often in 

agricultural regions, the rapidly increasing magnitude of both individual turbines and wind 

farms quickly used up much of the available land onshore. This has prompted a paradigm 

shift towards the implementation and operation of offshore wind farms. In fact, 24% of 

European wind power installations is located offshore, with a 13% increase from 2014 to 

2015, see Figure 1.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Annual installed capacity, [MW], of wind power throughout the EU, [12]. 
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For wind energy purposes, it is expected that offshore atmospheric conditions are 

favorable to those of onshore, in terms of energy production, from stronger winds, as well 

as reduced fatigue loads, from less atmospheric turbulence [8]. On the other hand, offshore 

wind farm developments are limited by several factors, most prominent being location and 

the economic viability of the project. The location of the project(s) is also governed by the 

available wind resources, atmospheric conditions, water depth and cable length. Aside 

from these technical aspects, several social and political parameters also effect offshore 

developments, such as local incentives and legislative rules, which often differ from 

country to country.  

A site’s available wind resources are often seen as the parameter that projects depend upon 

the most. Without a proper wind resource assessment the economic viability of a project 

could be far too uncertain to stimulate its implementation. This uncertainty is amplified 

for a wind farm, as well as adjacent wind farms to a particular site, as each turbine and, 

similarly, wind farm impacts the production of others in a given cluster. Behind a turbine 

a wake is created, i.e. an area with reduced wind speed and increased turbulence that will 

have a negative impact on production for a turbine that is standing in it. When looking at 

large offshore wind farms, long distance wakes behind the whole wind farm will also be 

seen [10]. Another key parameter for an offshore wind power project is the atmospheric 

stability, as long periods of atmospheric stability conditions make for a slower flow 

recovery than throughout onshore environments [14]. 

1.2 Clustered Wind Farms 

In recent years an increasing number of wind farms have been planned offshore 

throughout Europe [12]. Most of these projects are located throughout the North and Baltic 

Seas, due to their accessibility, atmospheric conditions and range of water depth. Figure 

1.3 depicts a map of the planned and operational offshore wind farms in the Horns Rev 

tender site in the Danish region of the North Sea. The United Kingdom, Denmark, 

Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands are the primary countries utilizing the offshore 

sites throughout these two Seas and have had to build their wind farms in relatively close 

proximity to one another, in order to optimize their development sites.  

As previously mentioned, the EC has been reviewing several options for streamlining the 

implementation of EU offshore wind farms, particularly in the North Sea region. 

Stemming from the December 2015 Paris Climate Change Conference, the EC has opened 

political discussions on the cooperation of countries implementing offshore wind farms 

throughout the North Sea area, as a single energy resource for all countries in the region, 

as of June 2016. The EC strives to increase the availability and interoperability of marine 

data for planning, impact assessment, licensing and operations, provide predictability to 

the private sector as regards future aggregate demand for offshore energy infrastructure in 

the region, avoid the duplication of work and contribute to a reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions and in average wholesale electricity price spreads, while enhancing security of 
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supply throughout the region, as a direct result of this, currently non-legally binding, 

declaration [13]. 

A direct result of clustering offshore wind farms within these two regions is an increasing 

amount of interactions between neighboring wind farms.  Although near and far wakes, or 

the wind speed deficits occurring between individual turbines, are being studied quite 

thoroughly, the study of farm wakes, or long distance wakes, is a fairly new topic in the 

scientific community. For the purposes of this report, the long distance wake, extending 

tens of kilometers downstream wind farms, will be referred to as the shadow effect that 

occurs between two wind farms. This report will also only focus on the production losses 

resulting from this shadow effect, despite the prevalence of electrical losses in such 

clusters.  

Despite this, there is a great deal of motivation for further research in this area, due to the 

large amount of offshore developments that will be built in close proximity to neighboring 

sites. This interaction between wind farms is called farm to farm interaction [10]. The 

scale of analysis for these interactions is far greater than that from studies on wakes 

occurring behind wind turbines and their properties within a wind farm. Additionally, the 

focal point of these interactions is neither an individual turbine’s rotor properties, as is 

with near wakes, nor the interaction between turbines, for far wakes, but rather the 

microclimates in between wind farms.  

Figure 1.3 Site location for Horns Rev 1, 2 and 3 wind farm cluster in the North Sea off of the Danish west coast. 

Vattenfall won the tender auction for Horns Rev 3 in 2016 [17]. 
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CHAPTER 2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  

 

Off the Dutch coastline reside two wind farms, Egmond aan Zee and Princes Amalia, 

located roughly 13km from one another, OWEZ and PA, respectively. OWEZ was 

commissioned in October 2007 as a joint venture between Nuon, a utility company owned 

by Vattenfall and Shell, consisting of 36 Vestas V90-3.0MW turbines. The wind farm has 

a nominal capacity of 108MW. A met mast had been monitoring the wind farm’s area 

since 2006. PA wind farm was commissioned in June 2008, located west and directly 

upstream from OWEZ. The wind farm consists of 60 Vestas V80-2.0MW turbines, 

comprising a nominal capacity of 120MW. Figure 2.1 shows the locations of the two wind 

farms and the Dutch coast of the North Sea.  

 

Throughout this region, the predominant wind direction is southwesterly [80]. Thus, PA 

is in a precarious position, as it essentially absorbs a percentage of the incoming wind flow 

to OWEZ. This wind speed deficit will herein be referred to as the shadow effect of PA 

on OWEZ. Although there has not been a great deal of research conducted around the 

shadow effect between offshore wind turbines, as the majority of contemporary wake 

research has focused on intra-farm interactions between turbines, several key atmospheric 

parameters have been studied and known to determine the severity of wakes.  

 

In 2006, The Energy Research Center of the Netherlands (ECN) was contracted by 

NoordzeeWind to install a 116m high meteorological mast at the location of the OWEZ 

wind farm; coordinates 4°23’22.7” E, 52°36’22.9” N. Meteorological measurements were 

reported on a biannual basis and the measured quantities are presented in Table 2.1.  

Figure 2.1 Map of OWEZ (yellow), PA (green) and Ijmuiden met mast (purple) positions in the North Sea. Source: 

Google Earth, 2016 
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Table 2.1 Meteorological measurements from met mast IJmuiden [80]. 

Measured Quantity Direction(s) Measured Height(s) Measured Units 

Wind Direction NW, NE & South 21 m, 70 m, 116 m [°] 
Wind Speed (horizontal and vertical) NW, NE & South 21 m, 70 m, 116 m [

𝑚

𝑠
] 

Ambient Temperature N/A 21 m, 70 m, 116 m [°𝐶] 
Relative Humidity N/A 21 m, 70 m, 116 m [%] 

Sea Water Temperature N/A 3.8 m below sea level [°𝐶] 
 

Each of these quantities were statistically grouped in a database by 10-minute average, 

minimum and maximum values, as well as standard deviations.  

 

The primary goal of this thesis is to investigate the following research question: how well 

can idealized Weather Research Forecast (WRF) modeling quantify the shadow effect 

from an upstream wind farm?  

 

2.1 Aim of the Report 

The main focus of this report is to: 

1. Model shadow effects, based on a site’s atmospheric conditions and simulated 

wind speed.  

2. Compare idealized mesoscale modelling with observed wind conditions to 

determine WRF’s ability to predict offshore wind resources.  

3. Quantify the shadow effect between PA and OWEZ, which are located roughly 

13km from one another.  

This report aims to reduce uncertainties in production and load estimations in future 

offshore wind farms and allow developers to perform a more comprehensive wind 

resource assessment when planning an offshore wind farm in an already clustered 

development site.  

The project uses an in-house Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model, the Advanced 

Forecasting Increased Confidence data Assimilation (AFRICA) model, in comparison to 

several years of data retrieved from OWEZ’s meteorological mast and SCADA systems, 

courtesy of partial wind farm owner Vattenfall, in order to perform the analysis. The WRF 

model is a mesoscale model, in which weather systems smaller than synoptic scale systems 

and larger than microscale systems are simulated in order to analyze individual 

atmospheric parameters that have been determined as the primary parameters governing 

the shadow effect.  
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE AND THEORY REVIEW 

This chapter serves as a review of both the theoretical background of this project and the 

applicable state-of-the-art research throughout the wind power industry. First is a 

discussion of atmospheric meteorology, followed by wind turbine aerodynamics and the 

available software for wind turbine and wind farm simulations. This section will conclude 

with a discussion of the mechanics and parametrization of the WRF model. 

 

To begin, it is important to establish the governing equation for how wind turbines extract 

the available power, 𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 , from a wind flow [6]: 

 

𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 0.5𝜌𝐴𝑟 𝑈2 𝑈 =  0.5𝜌𝐴𝑟 𝑈3             (3.1) 

𝑈 = (𝑢𝑥
2 + 𝑣𝑦

2)1/2              (3.2) 

 

where 𝜌 is air density, most often taken as 1.225 
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3, 𝐴𝑟 is the rotor area of the turbine and 

𝑈 is the mean wind speed over the rotor area, which is dependent on the horizontal wind 

speeds in  x- and y-planes, 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑣𝑦, respectively. Thus, equation (3.1) provides the 

available wind energy over the rotor disk in Watts, the rotor area in 𝑚2 and the wind speed 

in 𝑚/𝑠, while (3.2) describes the vector composition of the mean wind flow [18]. Several 

atmospheric conditions effect the attributes of a given site’s wind flow, to be discussed in 

the following sections.  
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3.1 Atmospheric Meteorology 

 

This section will focus on the prevailing physical nature of global winds and the resulting 

atmospheric conditions that effect wind power production. Much of the theory stems from 

the works of Emeis [6], Stull [1] [24] and Bluestein [18] on atmospheric dynamics and 

synoptic meteorology. 

 

Due to the inclination of the Earth, the sun’s radiation heats the planet’s surface at varying 

rates based on latitude, season and surface properties [6]. This heat is then transported into 

the atmosphere from the surface, by turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes, leading to 

horizontal temperature gradients throughout the atmosphere. As a result of these 

differences in air temperature, air particles may become more or less dense, as they are 

colder or warmer, respectively. The close relation between air pressures, the measure of 

an air particle’s mass above a given location and decreases with height, and air density 

can be described by the hydrostatic equation in the absence of strong vertical 

accelerations: 

 

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
= −𝑔𝜌 = −

𝑔𝑝

𝑅𝑇
              (3.3) 

 

where p is air pressure, z is the vertical coordinate, g is the force from Earth’s gravity, 𝜌 

is air density, R is the specific heat constant of air, and T is the absolute air temperature. 

When the gravitational force and Pressure Gradient Force (PGF), ∇𝑃, are equal to one 

another, an air parcel is said to be in hydrostatic balance. According to Emeis, with typical 

near-surface conditions (T = 293 K, R = 287 
𝐽

𝑘𝑔𝐾
, p =1,000 hPa and g = -9.81 𝑚/𝑠2) air 

pressure decreases vertically by 1 hPa each 8.6m. Given the decrease in air density with 

height, air pressure similarly decreases with height [6] [23]. This balance is illustrated in 

Figure 3.1. 
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The dependence of (3.3) on temperature results in the pressure of warm air parcels 

decreasing more slowly with height than their cold air counterparts. Physically, this means 

that the warmer and colder air sheets will vertically stagger at constant pressure levels. If 

there were no other acting forces in this system, winds would blow from higher to lower 

pressure gradients. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The mechanism behind this activity is 

buoyancy, which is also one of the driving forces for turbulence within the planetary 

boundary layer. In other words, parcels of warm thermal air rise as they are less dense than 

the surrounding air parcels, and are thus have a positive buoyancy [24].  

Figure 3.1 Illustration of an air parcel in hydrostatic balance 

[82].  
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Another direct consequence of the Earth receiving uneven radiation from the sun, and the 

aforementioned pressure gradients, is the convective motion throughout the Troposphere 

that causes global air circulation. Generally, pressure gradients governing the motion of 

air parcels are vertical, although the presence of the Coriolis force, 𝑓𝑐 , and PGF cause 

horizontal motion, parallel to isobars. As a parcel naturally moves from an area of high to 

low pressure, by means of the PGF, it will begin to be deflected by the presence of the 

Coriolis force, with respect to the direction of travel. In the northern hemisphere, this 

deflection is to the right, and to the left in the southern hemisphere. This deflection will 

increase until the air parcel is in geostrophic balance, by means of its PGF and Coriolis 

force and occurs above the Planetary Boundary Layer. This mathematical equations 

governing the constant geostrophic wind, 𝑈𝑔,  that result from this balance are shown 

below in (3.4) and (3.5), as well as illustrated in Figure 3.3:  

 

𝑈𝑔 =  −
1

𝜌𝑓𝑐 
∇𝑃                                                          (3.4) 

𝑓𝑐 = 2𝛺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ ∗ sin(𝜑)           (3.5) 

 

where 𝛺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = 7.2921 x 10−5 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠, is the rotation rate of the Earth and 𝜑 is the latitude 

of a given location and 𝜑 = 0 at the Equator. A typical value for 𝑓𝑐 is about 10−4 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠. 

Figure 3.2 Vertical pressure gradients in colder (left) and warmer (right) air. Horizontal 

plane represent constant pressure levels, in hPa [6]. 
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3.1.1 Planetary Boundary Layer 

 

After understanding the physical phenomena associated with the driving forces of wind 

power, one must delve into the system in which they operate. This system is called the 

Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) and consists of roughly the first 100-2000m of the 

Earth’s Troposphere. Roland Stull aptly defines the “[Planetary] boundary layer [as] the 

part of the troposphere that is directly influenced by the presence of the Earth’s surface, 

and responds to surface forcings with a timescale of about an hour or less” [1]. It is noted 

that the fluctuations that occur in the PBL are often not seen elsewhere in the Earth’s 

atmosphere. Most importantly, wind farm analysis occurs throughout the PBL, as turbine 

operation is dependent upon the flow within the boundary layer.  

 

The PBL is divided into three vertical layers. Of the three, the first and lowest layer is only 

a few millimeters deep, making it irrelevant to wind energy practices. After this, lays the 

surface layer, which is also referred to as the Prandtl layer. Throughout the 100 m deep 

surface layer, the principal forces are dominated by the turbulent viscosity of the air. 

Additionally, wind speeds within this layer are characterized by vertical wind gradients.  

Figure 3.3 Geostrophic balance of an air parcel moving from a high to low pressure region and the resulting 

geostrophic wind [25]. 
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 Directly above the surface layer and directly below the top of the Troposphere, is denoted 

as the Ekman boundary layer, comprising heights of 100-1000m above ground level. 

Within this layer the increase of wind speed with respect to height is less than in the surface 

layer. On the other hand, the wind direction experiences a greater turn, due to the increased 

effect of the Coriolis force, with height throughout the Ekman layer, defined as the wind 

veer [6].  

 

Above the top of the PBL lies the free atmosphere, where both geostrophic and vertical 

gradient winds predominantly blow. According to Stull, the free atmosphere is unable to 

respond to surface changes, due to the overwhelming lack of turbulence above the 

boundary layer below it. Furthermore, the winds present in this layer are governed by the, 

previously discussed, thermal winds as if there were no other boundary layers to interact 

with, aside from the mean wind flowing over the top of the PBL’s height contours [19]. 

 

3.1.2 Turbulence  

 

Stull divides wind into three broad categories: mean wind, turbulence and waves, all of 

which are able to coexist or be mutually exclusive of one another. More importantly, each 

of these can exist in the boundary layer, which will be further described in the following 

section, where transport of moisture, heat, momentum and other quantities is governed by 

the mean wind in the horizontal and turbulence in the vertical. The comparatively high 

frequency of occurrence of turbulence near the ground is one of the features that makes 

the PBL different from the rest of the atmosphere [1]. 

 

Osborne Reynolds proposed a method for studying turbulence or waves, in which the 

mean part of the variable, i.e. wind speed, is separated from the perturbation part, i.e. 

turbulence or waves, whose effect is superimposed upon the mean wind. This process was 
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aptly termed Reynolds averaging. For the purpose of this report, only the mean wind and 

turbulence categories will be explored, and are expressed as follows: 

 

𝑢 = �̅� + 𝑢′                                                              (3.6) 

 

where the instantaneous wind, u, is the sum of the mean wind, �̅�, and the turbulence 

contribution, u’. This definition replaces occurrences of wind speed, including u, v and w, 

in order to understand the true nature of the wind speed [6] [24].  

 

Given the inherently stochastic nature of a variable’s turbulence contribution, the values 

cannot be predicted by forecasting measures. Furthermore, the mean of any wind speed’s 

turbulence contribution is equal to zero. This changes once multiple fluctuating quantities 

are multiplied together as shown in (3.7), below: 

 

𝑢𝑤 = (�̅� + 𝑢′)(�̅� + 𝑤′) = 𝑢𝑤̅̅ ̅̅ + �̅�𝑤′ + 𝑢′�̅� + 𝑢′𝑤′          (3.7) 

 

This is then reduced to (3.8), as �̅�𝑤′ and 𝑢′�̅� average out to zero, the second term of 

which is known as the covariance, or measure of how both stochastic aspects of the 

quantities vary with one another, of u and w (also holding true for quantities of v): 

 

𝑢𝑤̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑢𝑤̅̅ ̅̅ + 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅                                                       (3.8) 

 

In order to understand the effect that turbulence has upon wind speed, for the purposes of 

wind power, one must look to how momentum is transported by turbulence. This 

phenomenon is dependent upon the momentum flux, 𝜏𝑅 , also known as the Reynolds 

stress, which is calculated from the covariance between the horizontal and vertical wind 

components, defined as: 

 

𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =  −𝐾𝑚
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
                    (3.9) 
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𝑣′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =  −𝐾𝑚
𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
                               (3.10) 

 

where, u’ and w’ are the turbulence contributions of the horizontal and vertical wind 

components, respectively, 𝐾𝑚 is the eddy diffusivity for momentum in 
𝑚2

𝑠
 and the last 

term is the change in the mean horizontal wind speed with respect to height. The same 

follows for (3.10), although this represents the horizontal wind in the y-plane, as opposed 

to in the x-plane, as in (3.9). Since wind speed always increases with height throughout 

the surface layer, (3.9) and (3.10) are invariably negative, leading to the mean momentum 

fluxes in the xz- and yz- planes and the overall Reynolds stress, in units of 
𝑁

𝑚2 [1] [22]: 

 

𝜏𝑥𝑧 = −𝜌𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅           (3.11) 

𝜏𝑦𝑧 = −𝜌𝑣′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅          (3.12)  

𝜏𝑅 =  (𝜏𝑥𝑧
2 + 𝜏𝑦𝑧

2)
1

2                     (3.13) 

 

The energy generated by turbulence is aptly called Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE), see 

equation (3.14). TKE is the kinetic energy per unit mass of the turbulent fluctuations in 

the horizontal and vertical planes, from the wind speed’s u,v and w components and is 

expressed in units of 
𝐽

𝑘𝑔
 or

𝑚2

𝑠2  [18]. Turbulence intensity, I, is a measure of the overall 

level of turbulence in a wind flow. TKE and I are defined as follows, respectively: 

 

𝑘 = (
𝜌

2
) (𝑢′2 + 𝑣′2 + 𝑤′2)         (3.14) 

𝐼 =
σ�̅�

𝑢
=

√𝑤′2
+𝑢′2

+𝑣′2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝑢
           (3.15) 

 

where σ𝑢 is the standard deviation of the wind speed’s variations around the mean wind 

speed �̅�. Generally, these readings are averaged over ten minute or hour long periods. 

Although this quantity is reliable for the approximately Gaussian nature of turbulent wind 
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speed variations, the tails of the variations’ distribution are significantly non-Gaussian. 

Therefore, this value is not reliable when attempting to estimate the probability of, for 

example, a large gust within a given period [19] [31]. Additionally, I varies greatly with 

the roughness of the surface layer as well as the height above the surface, until this height 

becomes so great that the winds in question become geostrophic.  

 

Whenever turbulence is generated by a wind shear close to the ground’s surface, where 

the shearing stress is assumed to be independent of height and roughly proportional to the 

mean velocity’s square [28], the friction velocity, 𝑢∗ is defined as [1]: 

 

𝑢∗
2 ≡ [𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 2

+ 𝑣′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 2
]

1

2
=

|𝜏𝑅|

�̅�
         (3.16) 

 

When dealing with aerodynamic stresses, (3.16) can be further developed as an expression 

of friction velocity in terms of surface wind speed and roughness length 𝑧𝑜 in (3.17). It 

should be noted that the roughness length, or aerodynamic roughness, is a measure of 

equivalent stresses on a surface, as opposed to a measure of that surface’s actual 

roughness.  

 

𝑢∗ =
𝜅𝑈10

ln[
𝑧𝑅
𝑧𝑜

]
                       (3.17) 

 

where κ = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, and 𝑧𝑅=10 m as the reference height defined 

as the standard anemometer height for measuring surface winds [24]. Furthermore, the 

roughness length may also be defined as follows: 

 

𝑧𝑜 =
𝛼𝑐𝑢∗

2

𝑔
           (3.18) 
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where 𝛼𝑐 = 0.016 is the Charnock parameter over the sea. This equation (3.18) is referred 

to as the Charnock Aerodynamic roughness and accounts for increases in roughness as 

wave heights grow with increasing surface stress [24]. Values of aerodynamic roughness 

have been quantified and categorized in order to provide accurate predictions of wind 

speed profiles. An example of these classifications and their corresponding drag 

coefficients (to be expanded upon in a later section), the Davenport Roughness 

classification, is seen below in Table 3.1. For instance, the sea surface has a lower surface 

roughness than land, resulting in lower turbulence intensities will result throughout the 

location, although the true nature of these intensities will only be understood once the 

atmospheric stability of the area is coupled with the site conditions [48]. Surfaces and 

obstacles with higher roughness classifications have the ability to distort both the speed 

and direction in an airflow [93]. Directional distortion of this sort creates an acceleration 

in the wind speed at the top of a given obstacle, as reduced wind speed reaches the free-

stream wind speed [94].  
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Table 3.1 The Davenport roughness-length 𝑧𝑜  [m] classification with corresponding dimensionless drag coefficient 

approximations 𝐶𝐷 [24]. 

 

  

By using the friction velocity and aerodynamic roughness, one is able to determine the 

wind speed at a given height, z, by the log wind profile: 

 

�̅� =
𝑢∗

𝜅
ln (

𝑧

𝑧𝑜
)           (3.19)  

 

Both the roughness length and friction velocity, alongside atmospheric stability, are 

crucial in determining wind resources, shear and turbulence at a given site, as the wind 

speed predictions from roughness length below in Figure 3.4 portray.  
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Figure 3.4 Predicted vertical wind profiles for three values of roughness 

length: 0.03 m (pink), 0.1 m (yellow) and 0.4 m (blue), assuming a neutral 

atmospheric stratification [63]. 
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3.1.3 Atmospheric Stability  

 

Solar irradiation penetrates seawater far more than it does land, due to seawater having a 

much higher heat capacity. Seawater requires a higher quantity of solar irradiation for its 

surface temperature to increase the same as land, and thus retains the heat for a longer 

period of time than land due to the increased depth that the irradiation penetrates. Whereas 

solar irradiation penetrates only up to a meter deep on land, it has been noted that the same 

irradiation can permeate nearly one hundred times that depth in seawater [7]. This creates 

a lag between the seasons and the potential temperatures of the seawater and the air above 

the sea surface.  

 

Given this, onshore temperatures experience a diurnal cycle, which leads to a similar 

variation in the stability of onshore winds. This cycle is illustrated in Figure 3.5, below: 

This cycle governs the stability of wind flow throughout the PBL, as is illustrated in Figure 

3.6. As the solar irradiation heats the earth after sunrise, the surface temperature exceeds 

that of the air temperature above, creating the unstable mixed layer. As the surface 

temperature cools after sunset, while the air temperature retains its heat, the lower portion 

of the PBL becomes stable, with little turbulence throughout the night. While this is 

Figure 3.5 Global diurnal cycle for onshore surface temperature, which governs the 

onshore stability of wind [26]. 
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happening, the upper level of the PBL retains its heat from the daytime, where the wind 

flow is mostly neutrally stratified.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the aforementioned difference between onshore and offshore conditions, the 

offshore heat and wind transitions do not follow the diurnal cycle, but rather a seasonal 

cycle. This cycle, along with each season’s corresponding atmospheric stability is 

illustrated in Figure 3.7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram illustrating the annual cycles of ocean 

surface temperature and stability of the overlaying air mass. 

Figure 3.6 Structure of the diurnal cycle governing the Planetary Boundary Layer [27]. 
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Roland Stull defines atmospheric stability in three different regimes as such: unstable air 

is that of light winds and a surface warmer than air, common in sunny days, warm air rises 

from the surface to heights of 1 to 4 km, and the turbulence is vigorous. Stable air on the 

other hand, is also associated with light winds but colder surfaces, as it occurs at nights, 

where turbulence is weak or not even existent, such that moving air parcels will always 

return to their initial states or oscillate around it. Boundary layer heights of stable 

atmosphere are typically 200 – 500m. The neutral atmosphere is associated with modest 

to strong winds and little to no surface-heat flux [1]. In other words, unstable atmospheric 

stratification occurs whenever warm surface air rises to the cooler air parcels above, 

creating eddies of increasing magnitude, with height, leading to turbulent conditions. This 

leads to downward variations in vertical momentum transport and thus a rapid increase in 

generated wind shear, as illustrated below in Figure 3.8. 

 

There are several methods for measuring the atmospheric stability, although the most 

common way is to calculate the Obukhov Length, L, derived from the Bulk Richardson 

Number (BRN). The BRN is a variation of the Richardson Number, which is the 

Figure 3.8 Example wind shear profiles in different atmospheric stability 

regimes; the unstable boundary layer has the steepest vertical wind speed 

profile, while the stable layer has very little variation, due to a lack of 

turbulent eddies [24]. 
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dimensionless ratio between buoyant suppression of turbulence to shear generation of 

turbulence.  

 

Potential temperature, 𝜃, is the temperature that an unsaturated parcel of dry air would 

have if it were brought back to its initial state at a standardized reference pressure, 𝑝𝑜, 

typically 100 kPa (1000 mb), in an adiabatic nature, i.e. without heat transfer. Sometimes 

this standardized value is replaced by the surface pressure in boundary layer work. Its 

mathematical expression is as follows: 

 

𝜃 = 𝑇 (
𝑝𝑜

𝑝
)

𝑘

                                                                                                              (3.20) 

 

where T is the temperature in K, k is the Poisson constant, equivalent to the ratio of the 

gas constant to the specific heat capacity of at constant pressure for an ideal diatomic gas, 

or 0.28571, and p is the air pressure [18] [24] .  

  

The difference in these potential temperatures, more often referred to as a potential heat 

flux, is what creates the stable, neutral and unstable atmospheric stratification. In this 

sense, atmospheric stratification is defined as the ability of the atmosphere to resist vertical 

motion or to suppress turbulence, where turbulence is defined as the random motion and 

rotation of the wind, in the order of seconds to minutes. This heat flux is considered 

positive whenever it is directed from the atmosphere towards the ground, thus cooling the 

atmosphere. On the converse, the heat flux is negative whenever it is directed towards the 

atmosphere, therefore heating it.  

 

The derivation of these two stability variables depends on three basic bulk flux equations: 

velocity, temperature and humidity [22]. The equation for the BRN is as follows: 

 

𝑅𝑖 = − (
𝑔

𝑇
) ∗

𝑧(𝛥𝜃+0.61𝑇𝛥𝑞)

𝛥𝑈2                                 (3.21) 
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where T is the temperature at a height, z, 𝛥𝜃 is the change in the potential temperature 

over a discrete height interval, 𝛥𝑞 is the change in humidity and 𝛥𝑈2 is the change of the 

square of the mean horizontal wind speed over this same height interval. Using the 

resulting value, one is able to determine the turbulence in the given height interval by the 

following [1] [5]: 

 

{

𝑅𝑖𝑐 ≅ 0.25, 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟
𝑅𝑖 <  𝑅𝑖𝑐, 𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑏𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝑖 > 𝑅𝑖𝑐, 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑏𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟

              (3.22) 

 

The second of these definitions indicates dynamic atmospheric instability, associated with 

increased turbulence throughout the analyzed height gradient. Conversely, when the BRN 

follows the third of these definitions, the atmospheric stratification becomes dynamically 

stable, which is associated with a decrease in turbulence, and thus a slower wake 

dispersion and a larger wake loss. Whenever the BRN is within the range of 0.21 < 𝑅𝑖 < 

0.25, the range experimentally determined to be the more accurate values of the critical 

Richardson number, the atmospheric stability is said to be neutral [1]. 

 

Buoyancy effectively increases turbulence while changing the diffusivity for values of 

momentum flux, (3.9) and (3.10), and height. With this, the Obukhov Length, L, may be 

derived, as a scaling parameter that defines turbulence scales from surface values of heat 

and momentum flux. As Stull states, L is proportional to the height above the surface at 

which buoyant factors begin to dominate over mechanical (shear) production of turbulence 

[1]. 

 

𝐿 =
−�̅�𝑢∗

3

𝜅𝑔(𝑤′𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
           (3.23) 

 

Furthermore, it is easier to understand L as governing the change in the typical size of 

eddies, as illustrated in Figure 3.9.  
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When dividing the analyzed height, z, by (3.21) one creates a dimensionless stability 

parameter, ξ, which is also known as Term III of the TKE equation (see Appendix A for 

the entire equation). Thus, 

 

𝜉 =
𝑧

𝐿
=

−𝑘𝑧𝑔(𝑤′𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)

 �̅�𝑢∗
3           (3.24) 

 

where 𝑤′𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is the covariance of the vertical wind speed and the potential temperature. 

Only the sign of this parameter determines a location’s atmospheric stability; negative 

implies unstable stratification, while positive implies statically stable stratification [1]. 

Thus, it is seen that most surface layers are either statically stable or dynamically unstable, 

due to the narrow range of this parameter to imply neutral stratification.  

  

Reviewing (3.20) and (3.23), it is clear that the two equations are closely related, due to 

their dependence upon buoyancy production terms, i.e. 𝑔/𝜃 and 𝑤′𝜃′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . Therefore, one is 

able to extend the stability conditions of ξ to the following: 

 

𝑧

𝐿
=

10∗𝑅𝑖

1−5𝑅𝑖
           (3.25) 

𝑧

𝐿
= 10 ∗ 𝑅𝑖      (3.26) 

 

where (3.25) defines stable conditions, for z/L > 0 and 𝑅𝑖 ≥ 𝑅𝑖𝑐, and (3.26) defines 

unstable conditions, for z/L < 0 and 𝑅𝑖 < 0. Neutral conditions apply whenever        

0 ≤ 𝑅𝑖 < 𝑅𝑖𝑐 [4] [22] [29]. 

Figure 3.9 The typical size of eddies responsible for the vertical transport and  mixing of air parcels as a function of 

height and Obukhov length L, for neutral, stable and unstable conditions [5]. 
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According to Sathe et al. (2012), the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 

generally neglects atmospheric conditions in wind turbine design, although it is well 

known that atmospheric stability influences wind turbine performance and wake 

dispersion rates. In fact, it is most often seen that parameters other than the hub height 

wind speed are not taken into account in state-of-the-art wind power forecasts, leading to 

an increasing frequency of over and under prediction within these models. In particular, 

the influence of atmospheric stability on the power curves of offshore wind turbines has 

hardly been investigated. This is increasingly troubling for the offshore wind power 

industry, where offshore wind conditions are far more affected by atmospheric stability 

than onshore conditions [20] [21].  
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3.2 Wind Turbine Aerodynamics  

  

According to Van Kuik et al. (2014), the actuator disc, or drag disc, theory is most-used 

mathematical representation of a wind turbine, where the rotor load is replaced by a 

pressure distribution on an infinitely thin, permeable disc with the same diameter as the 

turbine rotor. In this representation, the load is uniform and normal, with the disc placed 

in axial flow perpendicular to the flow direction [30]. The stream-tube upstream of the 

disc has a smaller cross-sectional area than the disc and a larger area downstream of the 

disc. This expansion is due to the mass flow rate remaining constant throughout the entire 

stream-tube, resulting in 

 

�̇� = 𝜌𝐴∞𝑈∞ = 𝜌𝐴𝑑𝑈𝑑 = 𝜌𝐴𝑤𝑈𝑤             (3.27) 

 

In this relation, �̇� is the mass flow rate of the air, in 
𝑘𝑔

𝑠
, the subscript ∞ represents the 

uninterrupted upstream flow of air, d represents the air flow at the actuator disc and w 

represents the air flow in the wake of the disc. The schematic of this theory is illustrated 

in Figure 3.10, below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within this schematic, the represented turbine produces a pressure differential Δp and 

velocity deficit across the actuator disc. As the wind passes through the disc, energy is 

Figure 3.10 Actuator disc theory schematic [31]. 
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extracted and the wind speed is reduced. This reduction in wind speed is governed by the 

axial induction factor α, which has a direct influence upon the power and thrust of the 

wind turbine by changing the power and thrust coefficients 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑇, respectively. Both 

of these coefficients are functions of the free upstream and wake wind velocities, 

represented respectively as 𝑈∞ and 𝑈𝑤 in Figure 3.10, at a turbine’s hub height. The 

following equations, in conjunction with (3.1), govern the nature of momentum theory 

with an actuator disc: 

 

𝑃 = 0.5𝜌𝐴𝑟(𝑈∞
2 − 𝑈𝑤

2 )𝑈𝑑 = 0.5𝜌𝐶𝑝𝑈3𝐴𝑟        (3.28) 

𝑇 = �̇�1𝑈∞ − 𝑚4̇ 𝑈𝑤 = 𝐴𝑟∆𝑝 = 0.5𝜌𝐶𝑇𝑈2𝐴𝑟                  (3.29) 

𝐶𝑝 = 4α(1 − α)2                        (3.30) 

𝐶𝑇 ≈ 4α(1 − α)          (3.31)         

 α =
𝑈∞−𝑈𝑤

2𝑈∞
            (3.32) 

𝑈𝑑 = 𝑈∞(1 − 𝛼)          (3.33) 

 

where 0 < α < 1, �̇�1 is the mass flow rate of the air, in 
𝑘𝑔

𝑠
, before the rotor and �̇�4 after 

the rotor and T is the thrust generated on the rotor disc.  

 

As stated in (3.33), a pressure drop is generated on the actuator disc, leading to the 

following force acting upon the disc: 

 

𝐹 = 2𝜌𝐴𝑑𝑈∞
2 𝛼(1 − 𝛼)          (3.34) 

 

By quantifying the rate of the work done by this force, the power extracted from the air 

becomes 

 

𝑃 = 𝐹𝑈𝑑 = 2𝜌𝐴𝑑𝑈∞
3 𝛼(1 − 𝛼)2         (3.35) 
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Therefore, (3.30) may be written as the ratio of (3.35) over the power that is readily 

available in the air, without the actuator disc: 

 

𝐶𝑝 =
𝑃

.5𝜌𝑈∞
3 𝐴𝑑

           (3.36) 

 

In 1919, German physicist Albert Betz derived the maximum power that extractable from 

a wind flow, which has now become known as Betz’s limit. His work involved the 

principles of the conservation of mass and momentum of an air stream flowing through an 

actuator disc, see Figure 3.10, and resulted in the maximum value of 𝐶𝑝 as 16/27 (roughly 

0.593) [32]. This theoretical limit has not been exceeded by any wind turbine as of yet. 

Overall, the rotation of the wake behind the rotor, the number of blades and tip losses and 

non-zero aerodynamic drag lead to a decrease in the maximum value of 𝐶𝑝. 

  

The aforementioned force (3.34) is also used in order to determine the non-dimensional 

thrust coefficient: 

 

𝐶𝑇 =
𝑃

.5 𝜌𝑈∞
2 𝐴𝑑

            (3.37) 

 

This coefficient is not directly related to aerodynamic efficiency, but rather shows an 

indirect correlation between the rotor disc’s effects upon the fluid flow. Moreover, the 

thrust coefficient is a great tool for manufacturers to evaluate axial static loads induced by 

the wind, in order to better a turbine model’s structural support. In fact, most turbine 

manufacturers choose to operate their turbines at levels lower than their maximum power 

and thrust coefficients in order to reduce fatigue and stress loads upon the turbine that 

would occur at higher wind speeds, as illustrated in Figure 3.11.  
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Figure 3.11 Operating parameters for a Betz turbine, where U is the upstream wind speed, 𝑈4 is the wind speed 

behind the rotor disc. Also shown are maximum values of both the power and thrust coefficients and their 

corresponding values of α [36]. 
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3.2.1 Blade Element Theory  

 

After analyzing the effects of a wind flow upon an actuator disc, it is important to look 

closer at the individual elements of a wind turbine blade to further understand how a 

rotor’s blades generate electrical energy from the flow’s mechanical energy. Simply put, 

the turbine blades generate torque by means of the following relationships, which is then 

transferred to a generator in order to produce the necessary electrical energy. Figure 3.12 

illustrates the three different systems, green, red and blue, that govern this translation of 

energy and their resulting forces upon a turbine blade’s elements, while following three 

assumptions: the aerodynamic interaction between the blades is neglected, the forces are 

determined by the lift and drag characteristics of the aerofoil shape of the blades and the 

wind flow is assumed to be orthogonal to the plane of rotation.  

 

 

Figure 3.12 Blade element theory definition of forces, velocities and angles [35] 
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Within Figure 3.12 three systems are defined by color; green representing the wind 

velocity, blue representing the blade forces orthogonal and parallel to the wind flow and 

red representing the transformed blade forces orthogonal and parallel to the plane of 

rotation. Furthermore, the section pitch angle is represented by 𝜃𝑝, φ is the relative wind 

angle, which is equivalent to the section pitch angle plus the angle of attack, α, i.e. 𝜃𝑝+ α. 

The angle of attack is the angle between 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙 and the chord line, along the chord length, c 

[31] [35] [36].  

 

The green system consists of the relative wind speed, 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙, which is the result of axial and 

angular velocity contributions. Whereas the axial velocity at the blade is the free stream 

velocity slowed to 𝑈∞(1 − 𝛼), from (3.33), the angular contribution to this system is a 

combination of angular velocity, 𝑟𝛺, and angular induction, 𝑎′𝑟𝛺. Here r is the radial 

position on the blade, Ω is the angular velocity, ω is the change in angular velocity over 

the turbine disc and a’ is the azimuthal interference factor, as defined below: 

 

𝑎′ =
𝜔

2𝛺
            (3.38) 

 

The blue system then symbolizes the blade forces orthogonal and parallel to the local wind 

direction. The lift force is represented by 𝑑𝐹𝐿, while the drag force is 𝑑𝐹𝐷, at a given 

section, N. As stated before, the red system is simply the blue system translated to be 

orthogonal and parallel to the plane of rotation. This implies that the 𝑑𝐹𝑇 force represents 

the force contribution in an angular direction from section N, providing useful torque, 

whereas 𝑑𝐹𝑁 does not. On the other hand, 𝑑𝐹𝑁 instead creates a load on the tower from 

the thrust force.  

 

Thus, the expression of torque is dependent upon the lift and drag force distributions as 

well as the thrust distribution on the blades, all which result from the relative wind speed 

and turbine’s angular velocity. The following definitions stem from blade element theory 

and Figure 3.10 [35]: 
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𝜑 = tan−1 (
𝑈∞(1−𝛼)

𝛺𝑟(1+𝑎′)
)          (3.39) 

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝑈∞(1−𝛼)

sin(𝜑)
          (3.40) 

𝑑𝐹𝐿 = 0.5𝐶𝑙𝜌𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙
2 𝑐𝑑𝑟          (3.41) 

𝑑𝐹𝐷 = 0.5𝐶𝑑𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙
2 𝑐𝑑𝑟          (3.42) 

𝑑𝐹𝑁 = 𝑑𝐹𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 + 𝑑𝐹𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑         (3.43) 

𝑑𝐹𝑇 = 𝑑𝐹𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 − 𝑑𝐹𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑         (3.44) 

 

These lead to the total force from the sum of the contributions from all of the blade 

sections, multiplied by the numbers of blades on the turbine, B. Therefore, for one section 

at radius r the normal force, which leads to a thrust force, is defined as: 

 

𝑑𝑇 = 0.5𝐵𝜌𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙
2 (𝐶𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 + 𝐶𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑)𝑐𝑑𝑟       (3.45) 

 

Similar to (3.45), the rotor torque Q, from a section at a given radius, r, will be: 

 

   𝑑𝑄 = 𝐵𝑟𝑑𝐹𝑇 = 0.5𝐵𝜌𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙
2 (𝐶𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 − 𝐶𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑)𝑐𝑑𝑟     (3.46) 

 

Taking the sums of (3.45) and (3.46), for the entirety of the rotor’s blades will yield the 

total thrust force, T, and rotor torque, Q, which will lead to the total aerodynamic power 

from the rotor, calculated as follows [31] [35] [36]: 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝛺 ∗ 𝑄          (3.47) 
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3.2.2 Wakes 

 

Wind farms require special spatial treatment in order to maximize the production potential 

throughout the interior of the farm. Behind every wind turbine there is an area with 

reduced wind speeds and increased turbulence. This area is called a wake, and is generally 

divided into near and far wakes. Wakes produced by upwind turbines can massively 

influence downwind turbines, including reduced wind speeds and enhanced levels of 

turbulence which will lead to reduced yields and heightened fatigue loads [6]. Directional 

distortion of the wind flow also occurs downstream of large flow obstructions, i.e. wind 

turbines. More often than not, Large Eddy Simulations (LES) are performed in order to 

accurately study the wake of horizontal-axis wind turbines, due to the heightened presence 

of turbulent flow.  

 

According to Eriksson, a “near wake is characterized by the tip and root vortices in which 

the properties of the rotor can be seen. In the far wake the properties of the rotor are less 

visible and the velocity profile as well as the turbulence profile becomes more or less self-

similar (a Gaussian shape)” [10]. Additionally, the presence of the rotor is apparent by the 

number of blades and their aerodynamics, for near wakes. There are two primary factors 

to determining the far wake’s velocity deficit, downwind wake decay and added 

turbulence intensity: the turbine’s thrust coefficient and the ambient atmospheric 

turbulence [6]. Furthermore, as Ivanell et al. (2010) state, turbulence, wake interaction and 

topographic effects are of primary interest when studying far wakes [19].  

 

In an effort to further understand the nature of turbine wakes, several researchers have run 

experiments in laboratories described as wind tunnels. Wind tunnels are designed to lend 

uniform flow with low turbulence and controllable acceleration to achieve maximum flow 

through the experimental section. Below, Figure 3.13 is a schematic of the DTU Wind 

Energy Department’s Danish National Wind Tunnel, located at their Risø test campus. 
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For simplified cases, the Jensen model, initially developed in 1986, for wake expansion is 

used to determine the overall velocity deficit behind one turbine and between several 

turbines in a farm [40]. This model does not differentiate between near and far wakes, 

treating the entire area behind a wind turbine as an independent area of a wake’s linear 

expansion. The following equation (3.48) describes the wind velocity inside a fully 

developed wake area, by means of the simplified Jensen model: 

 

𝑈𝑤 = 𝑈∞ [1 −
1−√1−𝐶𝑇

(1+2𝛼𝑠)2 ] 𝜋𝑟2           (3.48) 

 

In which, the wind speed behind the single turbine is related to the upwind turbine’s thrust 

coefficient, the rotor diameter D behind the turbine, s=D/2r and α, known as the decay 

constant. The decay constant determines the speed of wake expansion, with regard to 

distance and is sensitive to ambient turbulence, turbine induced turbulence and 

atmospheric stability and is calculated as follows: 

 

𝛼 =
0.5

ln(
𝑧

𝑧𝑜
)
           (3.49) 

Figure 3.13 The Danish National Wind Tunnel schematic, at DTU's Risø test campus [47]. 
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Here, z is the wind turbine’s hub height and 𝑧𝑜 denotes the surface roughness of the wind 

farm site. The constant has a default value of 0.075 in most onshore cases and 0.04 for 

offshore applications [38]. The model is further illustrated in Figure 3.14, below.  

 

Given the nature of wind farms, it is not often that the single wake model is of pertinent 

use to understanding the true nature of the wind flow throughout the farm. In order to 

remedy this, the Jensen model is further expanded upon, with use of the momentum 

conservation theorem: 

 

𝑈𝑤 = 𝑈𝑜 [(1 − √∑ (1 −
𝑈𝑤𝑖

𝑈𝑜
)

𝑛

𝑖=1

2

)]         (3.50) 

 

where 𝑈𝑜 is the upstream wind speed before turbine i, 𝑈𝑤 is the calculated downstream 

wind speed and 𝑈𝑤𝑖 is the wind speed behind turbine i [37] [41].  

 

Wake effects within turbine arrays are heightened, leading to greater power losses 

throughout a wind farm, as they experience an even slower velocity recovery than would 

be seen behind a single turbine. When several turbines are placed directly behind one 

Figure 3.14 Jensen's single wake model [39]. 
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another, it is described as single wake interference (SWI), as the wake travels across all of 

the rotors without much deviation. Once these effects begin to affect neighboring turbines, 

the wake is described as parallel wake interference (PWI). Within a PWI, the turbines need 

not be placed parallel to one another, which would result in even more complicated wake  

effects throughout the array. Figure 3.15 depicts sample wake effects in variations of SWI 

and PWI turbine arrays, according to the Jensen Wake Model. 

 

As these arrays grow in size, the effect that they have upon the PBL and vice versa 

increases greatly. A wind farm’s power deficit can be modeled as follows [4]: 

 

𝜂𝑝 = 1 −
𝑃𝑤𝑎𝑘𝑒

𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒
          (3.51) 

 

Contemporary experiments have shown the dependence of wakes upon atmospheric 

stability regimes. The work of Hancock et al. (2014) compared the nature of a turbine’s 

wake effect in the EnFlo, Environmental Flow Research Centre, meteorology wind tunnel 

for stable, neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions. The researchers were able to show 

that the velocity deficit was the largest and had the lowest recovery rate for the stable case. 

Conversely, the growth in the vertical direction was largest in the unstable case, but fairly 

negligible in the stable case [48]. These reactions are seen to be a result of high turbulence 

intensities in the unstable case, which account for the greater vertical mixing and 

Figure 3.15 Wake interferences from varying turbine arrays; Single Wake 

Interference (SWI), Parallel SWI, Parallel Wake Interference (PWI) and PWI 

throughout a staggered array. The linearized boundaries are drawn in red in 

accordance to the Jensen Wake Model. 
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dissolution of the downstream wake, and the converse in the stable case, allowing for the 

velocity deficit to remain further downstream from the model turbine [49].  

 

These results, along with a validation of the experiment’s stability regimes through 

Reynolds stresses, mean temperature and other meteorological parameters are shown in 

Figures 3.16 and 3.17, respectively. The work of Porté-agel, F. et al. (2014) further 

solidifies the interdependence of turbine wakes and the PBL and is in agreeance with the 

aforementioned results [50].  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Contours of the mean stream-wise velocity for the wake flow's central 

vertical plane: (a) Stable; (b) Neutral; (c) Unstable [48]. 
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Figure 3.17 Vertical profiles of mean velocity, Reynolds stresses, mean 

temperature, mean square temperature fluctuations and heat fluxes at x = 11m 

(Δ), 13m (o) and 15m (*) for neutral (black), stable (blue) and unstable (red) 

stability conditions [48]. 
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3.2.3 Shadow Effect 

 

As offshore wind farms increase in size, it is important to analyze at both the internal and 

external wakes generated. These external wakes are of particular interest in areas that are 

highly developed with wind farm clusters, as their impact then threatens the overall 

efficiency and longevity of neighboring wind farms. As previously stated, these external 

wakes will be referred to as the shadow effect of an upstream wind farm on another wind 

farm.   

 

Very little contemporary work has been done with regard to the shadow effect, although 

the two wind farms analyzed for this project, OWEZ and PA, did influence A.J. Brand of 

ECN to develop a dedicated boundary layer method Mesoscale Flow with Wind Farming 

(MFwWF) in 2005. This method does not quantify the shadow effect between two wind 

farms, but rather the interaction between a wind farm and the prevailing wind. Brand 

measured the relative velocity deficits as increasing with increasing upstream velocity for 

the cases with 6 m/s and 8 m/s wind flow, but not for 10 m/s [55]. This CFD model could 

be considered the first step towards determining a shadow effect. 

 

Bredesen et al. (2014) used the numerical weather prediction model WRF to analyze the 

impact of the Norwegian Smøla wind farm upon its surroundings and the dependence of 

these impacts on atmospheric stability. The simulations’ boundary conditions were set up 

with the use of real ERA Interim reanalysis data from ECMWF, to more accurately model 

the site’s conditions. The wind speed deficit itself varies little between the stable and 

unstable stratifications, although the length of the wind farm’s wake is of substantial 

difference, due to variations in downward momentum transport. Under unstable 

conditions, the wind speed deficit of slightly less than 0.3 m/s was found 10-15 km 

downstream of the wind farm, whereas during stable conditions the deficit was 0.3 m/s 

stretching as far as 20-25 km downstream, throughout the defined sector of 45°±22.5°. 

Although the vertical transport associated with unstable atmospheric stratification caused 
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a greater vertical spread of the wake, the magnitude of the deficit decreased monumentally, 

when compared to the stable case. The simulation’s prevailing wind direction falls into 

this sector [43]. These results are shown below in Figure 3.18.  

 

Figure 3.18 Wind speed deficit for stable (left) and unstable (right) conditions with winds from the defined sector of 

analysis. The top row shows the deficit at hub height (70m) for the wind farm. The lower figure shows the vertical 

cross section of the wake development [43]. 

 

Although these results are of interest to the overall effects that wind farms have on their 

surroundings, no model was developed to quantify the shadow effect from the wind farm. 

Additionally, the modeled power losses were roughly 3% lower than the actual losses at 

the wind farm, representing an issue of accuracy in the project’s WRF simulation [43].  
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3.3 Available Software for Wind Turbine and Wind Farm Simulations 

 

Several models of varying degrees of accuracy have been used in designing wind turbines 

and wind farms and modeling their wakes. These models range from scales of motion and 

time, a few meters or less in diameter and local processes of less than a day for microscale, 

to hundreds and thousands of square kilometers and seasonal variations in synoptic 

models. Not only do these models vary in scales of motion and time, but also in their order 

of wind speed recovery length. According to Eriksson’s analysis of far wakes behind the 

Danish Horns Rev wind farm, the order of recovery length varies between 6km to well 

above 10km as shown in Table 3.2.  

 

Table 3.2 Estimated wind speed recovery length beyond Horns Rev wind farm [10], [55], [57]. 

Method Order of Recovery Length 

SAR/ Satellite 10 km (100%) 

Meso-scale model (MFwWF) 10 km (-0.5 m/s) 100 km (99%) 

WASP 6-7 km (98%) 

(Meso-scale; behind Cluster) (30-60 km) 
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The increase in the distance scale of shadow effects requires different experimental 

apparatuses, including synthetic aperture radar (SAR), mesoscale models and synoptic 

meteorological models. Two types of models are of particular interest in the research of 

wakes and the shadow effect: microscale and mesoscale models. Additionally, the work 

of Peña et al. (2015) has shown that results from SAR wind retrievals are comparable to 

the wake results of microscale models, particularly in terms of wake deficits, extension 

and spreading [57]. Figure 3.19 illustrates the spatial and temporal scales of 

meteorological phenomena and corresponding simulation model sizes. Turbulent eddies 

are observed on the microscale, although the combined effects of these turbulent eddies 

behind an array of wind turbines will be observed on the lower-mesoscale.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Spatial and temporal scales for meteorological phenomena and 

corresponding simulation scales [64]. 
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3.3.1 Microscale Simulation Software 

 

Microscale software includes WindPro by EMD International, the Wind Atlas Analysis 

and Application Program (WAsP) developed by the Wind Energy Department at DTU in 

Denmark, DNV GL’s WindFarmer, and Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications 

(SOWFA) developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and the CFD 

tools of FUGA and EllipSys3D, also developed by DTU. Of the listed software, only 

WindPro and SOWFA are distributed as free license software. 

 

3.3.1.1 WindPro & WAsP 

 

WindPro users have the option of choosing from three different wake models in their 

simulations, one of which is the aforementioned Jensen model. The other two models are 

the Ainslie wake model, also referred to as the Eddy Viscosity Model and used in the 

WindFarmer software, and the Larsen Model [58]. These models are modified to account 

for specified turbine hub heights and rotor diameters in the same layout, to further aid 

developers in their wind farm micro-siting. WindPro also is able to use WAsP as a wind 

resource assessment and AEP calculator, which is usable in both complex and simple 

terrain, due to its CFD module. This software extrapolates regional met mast wind data to 

predict wind characteristics at a site, based on geostrophic winds and the site’s ideal 

aerodynamic roughness.  

 

When compared to wind resource assessments conducted with CFD software running 

nonlinear models, those of WindPro and WAsP often overestimate their results, with their 

linear model setup. This overestimation occurs due to the linear model setup’s lack of 

accuracy in complex terrain. On the other hand, the nonlinear CFD models often 

underestimate their predictions with their nonlinear model setups. One instance of this is 

Ju et al’s (2016) benchmark of WAsP and Meteodyn WT wind resource assessment 

software for individual turbines and an entire wind farm on Jeju Island, South Korea. The 
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benchmark resulted in AEP prediction discrepancies ranging from 1.3% to 8.0% between 

the two platforms [59]. In a business sense, it seems as if the underestimation from the 

CFD software would have a better impact upon a project than would overestimated wind 

resources.  

 

3.3.1.2 CFD Software 

 

SOWFA uses the OpenFOAM toolbox as a set of CFD solvers, boundary conditions and 

turbine models. These turbine models are also coupled with FAST, an aeroelastic 

simulation tool for horizontal axis wind turbines, in order to solve for rotor-wake effects 

and blade-element aerodynamic loads, including dynamic stall, as an Actuator Line based 

on manufacturer lift and drag coefficient data.  

 

The EllipSys3D model is an in house flow solver that was developed in cooperation 

between DTU’s Department of Mechanical Engineering and the Department of Wind 

Energy at Risø National Laboratory.  The code consists of a multiblock finite volume 

discretization of the incompressible Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations 

in general curvilinear coordinates [60]. Both OpenFOAM and EllipSys3D use the RANS 

steady k-epsilon turbulence model and predict very similar results. The two differ in that 

EllipSys3D’s mesh package has no restrictions in geometrical aspect ratios, allowing it to 

be nearly 10 times as fast a solver as OpenFOAM [61] [62]. Although CFD software is 

capable of accurately simulating wind flows at extremely fine resolutions, it is CPU-

intensive, requiring the user to understand when results no longer become clearer with 

increased simulation time and CPU.  
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3.3.2 Mesoscale Models 

 

Mesoscale models are one scale of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models that have 

a proper horizontal and vertical resolution to forecast mesoscale weather phenomena on a 

local or global scale. In meteorological terms the mesoscale ranges spatially from 1 km to 

100 km and temporally from minutes to weeks, see Figure 3.18. The phenomena that is 

predicted most often result from a region’s convective cycle, coastlines and topography, 

although with greater weight on the former two for offshore conditions. As with 

microscale models, the mesoscale model relies on prognostic equations, solving the 

Navier-Stokes equations of motion, to predict the action of model variables, as well as 

create the initial and boundary conditions throughout the analyzed region. These solvers 

operate under three variations of system pressure: Hydrostatic (H). Quasi-Hydrostatic 

(QH) and Non-Hydrostatic (NH), although vertical coordinates are all derived from the 

hydrostatic pressure.  

 

The NH formulation represents the complete Euler equations for the Navier-Stokes 

system, including the heat conduction. The QH formulation neglects the temporal changes 

within the system as well as the vertical velocity gradients and external forcings. The H 

formulation neglects the cosine terms of the Coriolis forces in the governing equations, 

allowing for the rotational effects at the north and south poles to result as those at the 

equator. This means that the latter two formulations turn three dimensional flow 

simulations into two dimensional problems. As explained by Hamill, after each of the 

solvers is run, the formulation is expressed in a set of equations of motion, which are then 

applied to the specified aforementioned variations [66]: 

 East-west wind  

 North-south wind 

 Temperature 

 Humidity 

 Continuity of mass 
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 Surface pressure 

 

Various parametrization schemes are used within the NWP model to aid the solving of 

these equations of motion. As many weather phenomena occur at scales smaller than the 

resolution of the weather forecast model, these effects must be parametrized on the 

resolved scale as a function of larger-scale processes and/or boundary conditions [67]. 

One such parametrization is the Fitch scheme, which allows for the modelling of wind 

turbines and farms within NREL’s WRF model. Both the WRF model and the 

aforementioned parametrization scheme will be further detailed in a subsequent section. 

Other parametrization schemes include land surface (as determined by surface roughness), 

cloud microphysics, turbulent diffusion and surface interactions, radiative heat transfer 

and orographic drag effects [66].  

 

Uncertainty is an ever-present factor in NWP models, becoming greater with time due to 

chaos and model error. When predicting forecasts several days in advance, chaos plays a 

major role in model uncertainty. On the other hand, model error exists solely due to a lack 

of precision in equations regarding certain details. Missing values in input data also pose 

a threat to model accuracy, as a result of lacing weather observation points over difficult 

to measure areas, i.e. oceans and mountains [66].  

 

There are several global forecast models, including the European Center for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasting (ECWMF) 40km resolution grid, the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Global Forecast System (GFS) with a 35-70 km 

resolution grid, and the Unified Model (UM) from the United Kingdom Meteorological 

Office that has a 40 km resolution, and 4 km resolution for England, in its 6-day forecast. 

The North American Meso-scale Model and the 12-hour forecast model Rapid Update 

Cycle (RUC) are examples of regional climate models. Lastly, high resolution models 

include Penn State University’s Meso-scale Model v5 (MM5) with maximum resolution 

of 4 km, the joint European High Resolution Limited Area model (HIRLAM) with up to 
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5 km resolution grids and the WRF model, which has a validated maximum resolution of 

200 m.  

 

3.3.2.1 Analog Ensemble Technique 

 

The Analog Ensemble (AnEn) forecasting technique was developed to explore the 

probability distribution of the future state of the atmosphere in NWP mesoscale models 

by Delle Monache et al. in 2011. Within this technique, the analog of a forecast, for a 

given location and time, is defined as a past prediction that matches selected features of 

the current forecast [89]. Furthermore, the technique requires that a NWP deterministic 

model is trained upon such previously observed analog quantities to constitute the 

ensemble prediction of a forecast. After the training period, the reconstructed value of the 

wind observations are determined by the weighted sum of the ensemble members, based 

on how similar they are to the observed conditions. Figure 3.20 depicts a sample dataset 

timeline, used by Monache et al. (2013) in a NWP AnEn study on 0-48 hour probabilistic 

predictions [84].  

 

 

In order to define and find proper analogs, Delle Monache et al. (2013) define a metric to 

rank past forecasts by how similar they are to the current forecast as follows: 

 

𝐷𝑡 = ∑
𝑤𝑖

𝜎𝑖
√(∑ (𝑅𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡+𝑗 − 𝑅𝑖,𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔+𝑗)2𝑗=1

𝑗=−1 )𝑁
𝑖=1      (3.52) 

Figure 3.20 Dataset timeline for Monache et al's Analog Ensemble study. The arrows depit the 

model's training periods over which available observations and model predictions produce the 

ensemble model output statistics (EMOS), the analog ensemble (AnEn) and logistic regression 

(LR). The dotted lines indicate the model’s verification period [84]. 
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where 𝐷𝑡 is the analog distance at time t, N is the number of members in the analog 

ensemble, 𝑤𝑖 is the weight of the predictor variable i, 𝜎𝑖is the standard deviation of the 

predictor variable i, j is the time window for the computed metric, 𝑅𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡+𝑗 is the 

reanalysis variable i at time t+j within the reconstruction/verification period, and 

𝑅𝑖,𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔+𝑗 is the reanalysis variable i at time t+j within the training period. An 

observation is assigned a higher weight as the distance between an analog and a forecast 

decreases. Furthermore, the predictor variable weights are defined as such: 

 

𝑤𝑖 =
𝐷𝑖

−1

∑ 𝐷−1𝑛
𝑗

,            (3.53) 

 

where the sum of all the normalized analog weights is  

 

 ∑ 𝑤𝑡
𝑛
𝑗 = 1           (3.54) 

 

Finally, the deterministic value for the reconstructed wind observation, velocity in this 

case, is calculated as the weighted sum of analog observations, or: 

 

𝑢𝑜𝑏𝑠_𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑁
𝑖          (3.55) 

 

As the AnEn prediction technique is based solely on past observations, it is seen as a 

downscaled and efficient state-of-the-art procedure that eliminates representativeness 

discrepancies, i.e. bias, between observations and the fitted predictions. A portion of a 

period with observed wind data is excluded from the training period, to be used as a 

reconstruction and verification period. The merit of this verification period is that it allows 

the technique to prove its accuracy between the newly fit reconstruction and observation 

data, matching the reconstructed time series to that of the observed data. This removal of 

bias allows for the near-perfect quantification of mean wind speed [89].  
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3.4 WRF Model  

 

This chapter outlines the model system used in the author’s thesis work. The WRF model 

is one example of a mesoscale NWP system and was collaboratively developed among the 

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), NOAA, the Air Force Weather 

Agency (AFWA), the Naval Research Laboratory, the University of Oklahoma and the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for atmospheric research as well as operational 

forecasting. WRF is capable of generating atmospheric simulation using real data or 

idealized conditions.  

 

WRF Idealized simulations are prescribed parametrized surface conditions and 

horizontally homogeneous wind speed and direction and temperature profiles as their 

initial states. The surface conditions act as a means of physical downscaling in a model 

with a coarse resolution. By adding these surface conditions into the model’s gridbox, the 

simulated wind flow’s features may be analyzed as they would interact with the structures 

that exist in the domain’s reality. After this is compiled, the simulation is run from a cold 

start, allowing for vertical changes in both the wind and temperature profiles, which leads 

to the simulation of the domain’s atmospheric stability regimes and wind flow features. 

The prescription of these idealized conditions allows for the indication of the effect and 

sensitivity of environmental conditions on operator variables [97]. 

 

The WRF solver solves the NH Euler equations of motion, while pressure is determined 

by a state law. Thus, the model relates atmospheric physics, turbulent mixing and the 

influence of Earth’s rotation on these equations of motion on a spherical coordinate 

system. In order to simulate real weather and perform simulations with coarse resolutions, 

the following physics components are required: radiation, boundary lay and land-surface 

parameterization, convective parameterization, sub-grid eddy diffusion and microphysics. 

For example, the WRF model physics could be configured to isolate turbulent mixing 

induced by a modeled wind farm [74]. 
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WRF itself is comprised of independent program sets, with the first being a preprocessing 

system (WPS) that reconfigures input data to function with regard to the user settings. 

Therefore, this program is primarily used for simulations based on real data. First, the 

WPS defines the simulation domain around the longitude and latitude coordinates of 

analysis, through the Geogrid program. Following this, the WPS creates a three 

dimensional pressure field while selecting vertical levels of importance in the local 

atmosphere, through the calc_ecmwf_p and run_modlev programs. Lastly, the WPS 

interpolates the terrestrial and meteorological data to the simulation into an output grid 

resolution, through the Metgrid program.  

 

Once the WPS has run, it sends the output grid into the WRF model itself, which consists 

of two programs – real and Advanced Research WRF (ARW). The real program vertically 

interpolates the input data into the model, while the ARW is the dynamic solver program. 

The NCAR interpreted language NCL (NCAR Command Language) is then applied for 

the post-processing of data. NCL supports several data formats, of which the Network 

Common Data Format (NetCDF) is commonly used [70]. The WPS and WRF model 

program structure is illustrated below in Figure 3.21. For more information about the user 

settings and WRF configuration options, the reader is directed to the manuals and tutorials 

available at the WRF model user’s web site. Tutorials are located under the User Support 

menu [71].  

Figure 3.21 WRF program structure, including WPS (top) and WRF model (bottom) 
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3.4.1 WRF Computational Grid 

 

In WRF, the user defines the location of study in a computational grid, bounded by latitude 

and longitude coordinate points. This grid acts as a mesh that stores input data and 

variables in each of its nodes, borders and center points. Additionally, the system uses a 

staggered grid, where scalar values, such as potential temperature θ, are stored in the cell 

centers, with vector variables, such as wind speeds u, v, w, located at each of the cell faces. 

This is illustrated below in Figure 3.22. In order to reduce pressure and velocity 

discretization errors, the staggered grid is use in place of a collocated grid, where all 

variables are stored in the same positions [72].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.22 Horizontal (X, Y) computational grid for easting and northing (left) and vertical grid representation 

(right). Cell borders are the horizontal grid distances and vertical atmospheric levels, respectively. η represents the 

vertical pressure levels [73]. 
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3.4.2 ARW Solver and Scale 

3.4.2.1 ARW Solver 

 

ARW is a subset of the WRF modeling system, encompassing the ARW solver, WRF 

physics schemes, numeric/dynamics options, initialization routines and a data assimilation 

package (WRF-Var). The solver runs fully compressible, Euler non-hydrostatic equations 

to resolve flux variables, in terms of a flow rate per unit area. The vertical coordinates of 

these equations are reformatted into a terrain-following, dry hydrostatic-pressure 

coordinate system; the top of which is a constant pressure surface.  These coordinates, η, 

are represented in the computational grid as eta levels or non-dimensional hydrostatic-

pressure ratios, illustrated below in Figure 3.23.  

This serves to denote the vertical distance above the ground level and is defined by the 

following equation [73]: 

𝜂 =
𝑝ℎ−𝑝ℎ𝑡

𝜇𝑑
  ;  

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑡
= 𝜂 ̇ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇𝑑 = 𝑝ℎ𝑠 − 𝑝ℎ𝑡       (3.56) 

 

 

Figure 3.23 WRF vertical coordinate system [73]. 
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WRF’s eta levels are normalized between the top and surface hydrostatic-pressures for all 

times, t. The subscript h refers to the hydrostatic nature of the eta levels, hs and ht refer to  

the values along the surface and top boundaries, varying from 1 to 0, respectively and 𝜇𝑑 

refers to the mass of the dry air in the column. Momentum variables and pressure gradients 

are also modified in the model’s terrain-following approach with the introduction of the 

gravitational field through the geopotential variable ϕ. The following equations govern the 

modified gravitational field and momentum variables [73]: 

 

ϕ = gz;   geopotential          (3.57) 

𝛩 = 𝜇𝑑𝜃;    modified potential temperature field        (3.58) 

𝒖 = (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤); velocity vector field                      (3.59a) 

𝑼 = (𝑈, 𝑉, 𝑊) =  𝜇𝒗;  modified vector field                (3.59b) 

𝜴 = 𝜇�̇�; modified rate of vertical eta gradients       (3.60) 
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3.4.2.2 ARW Scale Factors 

 

WRF implements spherical projections from the Earth’s surface to obtain the domain, 

described by Figure 3.24, in a Cartesian grid system, transforming latitudes and longitudes 

into rectangular coordinates. Currently, the ARW supports four of these spherical 

projections: Lambert conformal, polar stereographic, Mercator and longitude-latitude 

projects. The Mercator projection was used for the purposes of this thesis project, as it is 

best-suited for low-latitude domains and domains with predominantly west-east extent, 

and is illustrated in Figure 3.24 [70]. 

 

Variables must be converted to the simulation’s map projection, leading to the following 

map scale factors 𝑚𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑦. It should be noted that although the physical distances 

between grid points in the projection vary with grid position, the values of Δx and Δy are 

Figure 3.24 Mercator map projection [70]. 
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constants and represent the horizontal grid size in the zonal and meridional directions, 

respectively [73].   

 

(𝑚𝑥, 𝑚𝑦) =
𝛥𝑥,𝛥𝑦

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ
        (3.61) 

𝑼 = 𝜇 (
𝑢

𝑚𝑦
,

𝑣

𝑚𝑥
,

𝑤

𝑚𝑦
)          (3.62) 

𝜴 =
𝝁�̇�

𝑚𝑦
          (3.63) 

 

Redefining these momentum variables, the governing equations, including map factors 

and rotational terms, allows for the NH Euler equation of motion in the west-east, or x-

grid, direction to be written as: 

 

𝐹𝑈 =
𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑚𝑥 [

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑥
(𝑈𝑢) +

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑦
(𝑉𝑢)] +

𝜕𝜴𝑢

𝜕𝜂
+ (

𝑚𝑥

𝑚𝑦
) [𝜇𝑑 (

1

𝜌
) (

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
) + (

𝜌𝑑

𝜌
)

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑥
]  (3.64) 

 

where 𝐹𝑈 is the acceleration, U is the corrected wind speed (
𝑢

𝑚𝑦
), ρ is the mixture density 

and 𝜌𝑑 is the dry-air mass density, which accounts for humidity, rain and other gas-mixture 

factions. The flux terms denote the flow through an area perpendicular to the direction of 

analysis. These relationships ensure that each velocity component modifies the distances 

that shape the perpendicular area on each of the velocities [73].  
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3.4.3 Wind Farm Parametrization in WRF  

 

The WRF mesoscale model’s typical horizontal grid spacing is on the order of 2 km. As a 

result, both the energy extracted from a wind turbine and the wake development inside the 

grid cells that contain the turbine are not explicitly described and, instead, are 

parametrized as sub-grid scale processes [68]. These parametrizations exist as a means to 

simplify and expedite the process of solving the equations of motion. Examples of 

parametrizations have been mentioned in the previous section (3.3.2).  

 

3.4.3.1 Fitch Parameterization Scheme  

 

Prior to the development of the Fitch parameterization scheme, modeled wind farms were 

parameterized as increased surface roughness. The accuracy of this parameterization was 

disputed and benchmarked with the elevated momentum sink approach and LES 

simulations, leading to the conclusion that it was not an appropriate option to represent 

wind farms or explore their impacts [2].  

 

The Fitch wind farm parametrization scheme is used in the idealized WRF simulations for 

this thesis project. Blahak et al. (2010) presented a NWP model wind turbine 

parametrization scheme, at the EWEC 2010 conference, in order to calculate velocity 

deficits and energy changes within an analyzed local PBL [69]. Within this scheme, wind 

turbines are placed in a three dimensional grid as shown below in Figure 3.25. 

Furthermore, this parametrization scheme depicts wind turbines in a vertical grid 

configuration in various layers, as seen in Figure 3.25.  

 

Anna Fitch et al. (2012) expanded upon this parametrization scheme by modeling the drag 

of turbines based on the total fraction of kinetic energy extracted from the atmosphere due 

to wind turbines as quantified by the thrust component 𝐶𝑇. Furthermore, the fraction of 

energy that is converted to TKE, 𝐶𝑇𝐾𝐸, is defined as the difference between the thrust and 
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power coefficients and is expressed as an equation below [74]. A turbine’s thrust and 

power coefficients, 𝐶𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑃 are the necessary values for this parametrization.  

𝐶𝑇𝐾𝐸 = 𝐶𝑇 − 𝐶𝑃           (3.65) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

According to Figures 3.25 and 3.26, turbulent kinetic energy is generated wherever a 

turbine’s rotor area intersects a grid cell and kinetic energy decreases as a result of the 

turbine’s power extraction. This leads to an instantaneous velocity deficit in grid cells that 

are intersecting any rotor section, affecting the momentum balance equations in all 

surrounding grid cells. The rate of loss of kinetic energy from the atmosphere due to one 

wind turbine, over the rotor area, is defined as: 

 

 
𝜕𝐾𝐸𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔

𝜕𝑡
= −0.5 ∫ 𝐶𝑇(|𝑽|)𝜌|𝑽|3𝑑𝐴

𝐴𝑅
        (3.66) 

Figure 3.25 Three dimensional grid representation of terrain and height levels, 𝑧𝑘in Cartesian 

coordinates. Each plane represents the computational grid at a particular height. 
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Horizontal grid spacing, in mesoscale models, is often greater than the distance between 

two wind turbines, and thus several wind turbines can be located within a model grid cell. 

To remedy this, Fitch has defined a horizontal density of wind turbines (number of 

turbines per square meter) as 𝑁𝑡
𝑖𝑗

, where i and j are the indices of the model grid cell in 

the zonal and meridional directions, respectively. Thus, (3.66) becomes 

 

𝜕𝐾𝐸𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔
𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
= −0.5𝑁𝑡

𝑖𝑗
𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦 [∫ 𝐶𝑇(|𝑽|)𝜌|𝑽|3𝑑𝐴

𝐴𝑅
]      (3.67) 

 

which may then be rewritten in terms of model grid indices, i, j, k in order to correspond 

to the Cartesian coordinate directions x, y, z. The drag force is only applied to model levels, 

k, that contain turbine blades and it is assumed that only the horizontal wind component 

V = (u,v) is affected by the turbine’s drag. Therefore, (3.67) becomes 

 

𝜕𝐾𝐸𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔
𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
= −0.5𝑁𝑡

𝑖𝑗
𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦𝐶𝑇(|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘)𝜌𝑖𝑗𝑘|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

3 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑘      (3.68) 

Figure 3.26 Schematic depiction of a wind turbine and a typical vertical grid configuration of a mesoscale model. The 

indexing of the layers is from bottom to top, 𝑧𝑟ℎ is the rotor hub height, R is the rotor radius and the x-z-coordinate 

system is used to derive the circle segment areas to determine the atmospheric power loss [69]. 
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Under these assumptions, the kinetic energy loss due to all wind turbines in grid cell i, j, 

k can be represented as 

 

𝜕𝐾𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
= 𝜌𝑖𝑗𝑘|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
(𝑧𝑘+1 − 𝑧𝑘)𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦       (3.69) 

 

By equating (3.68) and (3.69), the momentum tendency term becomes 

 

𝜕|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
=

−0.5𝑁𝑡
𝑖𝑗

𝐶𝑇(|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘)𝜌𝑖𝑗𝑘|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘
2 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑧𝑘+1−𝑧𝑘
         (3.70) 

 

in which the wind velocity is expressed in vector form, although it could be expressed in 

component form, which yields the horizontal momentum tendency terms throughout the 

model. The component form is as follows: 

 

𝜕𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
=

𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘

|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
          (3.71) 

𝜕𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
=

𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑘

|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
          (3.72) 

  

Fitch et al. (2012) differentiate between the power extracted by the turbines that is and is 

not converted into useful electrical energy. The latter power is converted into TKE and 

represents the momentum sink on the mean wind speed that defines the wind turbine 

parametrization. The power and TKE generated by the model’s turbines are defined as 

 

𝜕𝑇𝐾𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
=

−0.5𝑁𝑡
𝑖𝑗

𝐶𝑇𝐾𝐸(|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘)𝜌𝑖𝑗𝑘|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘
3 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑧𝑘+1−𝑧𝑘
        (3.73) 

𝜕𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝜕𝑡
=

−0.5𝑁𝑡
𝑖𝑗

𝐶𝑃(|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘)𝜌𝑖𝑗𝑘|𝑽|𝑖𝑗𝑘
3 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑧𝑘+1−𝑧𝑘
         (3.74) 

 

It must be noted that the Turbulent Kinetic Energy source represents the stirring of the 

ambient flow by the turbines, but excludes the mixing that results from the vertical wind 
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shear induced by the momentum sink. This mixing is produced by the model’s Planetary 

Boundary Layer scheme, which will be described in the following section. The wind farm 

parametrization interacts with said PBL scheme by adding a TKE source and a momentum 

sink (i.e. changing 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
 and 

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
), which alters the turbulent fluxes (3.78 - 3.80) [74].  

 

Fitch et al. (2012) chose to analyze the interaction of a large offshore wind farm with the 

PBL using this model in several idealized simulations. The simulated wind farm was 

situated in a 10 km x 10 km grid, with modeled turbines based on the thrust and power 

coefficients of the Repower 5M turbine of 5MW nominal power output, 100 m hub height 

and blade diameter of 126 m. A single turbine was placed in each grid cell, allowing for a 

typical turbine spacing of 8 rotor diameters. The simulation flow physics neglected surface 

heat and moisture transfer, in a dry atmosphere, with sub-grid scale turbulence mixing in 

the horizontal direction represented by a second-order scheme for turbulent mixing. The 

surface layer conditions were defined by the Charnock relation (3.17) as well as a smooth 

sea surface limit. In order to achieve a steady-state solution, the model was integrated for 

30 hours [74].  

 

The simulation results were compared to observed measurements from Horns Rev and 

Nysted wind farms in the Danish North Sea. Fitch et al’s (2012) model expressed a 10% 

reduction in wind speed 10 m downstream, which agrees with Christiansen and Hasager’s 

observations from both Horns Rev and Nysted wind farms (observed 8-9% reduction) 

[76]. In addition to this, the simulation revealed wind velocity deficits persisting within 

the wind farm and an asymmetric power generation distribution throughout the array. Ideal 

vertical wind speed profiles up to 600 m above sea level, or 4 D above hub height, are 

illustrated in Figure 3.27 [74].  

 

The results of this research yielded much quantitative data, although it has not been 

validated, aside for a comparison by Volker et al. (2012) [68], which must be used 

qualitatively. For instance, a speed-up effect was observed near the simulation surface see 
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Figure 3.27-a, as well as in the upper and later sections of the farm’s wake boundaries, see 

Figure 3.28-a and 3.28-b, respectively. Furthermore, turbulence decreased downstream in 

the horizontal direction, while increasing in the vertical direction, see Figure 3.28-d. This 

parametrization scheme is the current state-of-the-art turbine parametrization and is used 

in the simulation modeling for this thesis work.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.27 Vertical mean wind speed profiles for (a) 

horizontal wind, (b) zonal wind and (c) meridional wind. 

Profiles represent the difference between the control 

simulation, where all energy changes are considered 

(black), momentum sink only (SINK, blue lines) and 

TKE source only (TKE, red lines). The solid lines 

represent the wind profiles over the farm, while the 

dashed lines represent the profiles 10 km downstream. 

Horizontal dashed lines denote the rotor area [74]. 
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Figure 3.28 Horizontal cross sections of (a) horizontal wind speed difference between the control (CTRL) 

and no-wind farm (NF) simulations at hub height (100 m) and (c) TKE difference. The dashed lines 

denote the direction of the west-southwesterly wind flow. Below: vertical cross sections of the mean 

difference over the wind farm and wake area of (b) horizontal wind speed and (d) TKE. Here, the dashed 

lines denote the potential temperature and the inversion at the top of the boundary layer. The dashed box 

illustrates the rotor area [74]. 
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3.4.4 Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) Physics  

 

The MYNN physics model was developed as an expansion upon the Mellor-Yamada 

turbulence closure model, initially developed in 1974 and implemented in 1982, to include 

the effects of atmospheric stability on the mixing length scale alongside the effects of 

buoyancy on pressure covariances [74] [75]. The MYNN scheme models both the surface 

layer and boundary layer physics in a WRF simulation. The Surface Layer scheme governs 

the physical nature of the simulation with estimates of the surface roughness, friction 

velocity and heat fluxes, determining the atmospheric stability. The Boundary Layer 

scheme models the PBL physics and solves for TKE as a second order diffusion relation. 

The following equations govern the model dynamics: 

 

𝜕𝑞2

𝜕𝑡
= −

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
〈𝑤′ (𝑢′2 + 𝑣′2 + 𝑤′2 +

2𝑝

𝜌𝑜
)〉  − 2 (〈𝑢′𝑤′〉

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
+ 〈𝑣′𝑤′〉

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
) +

2𝑔

𝜃𝑜
〈𝑤′𝜃′〉 − 2𝜀 

             (3.75) 

Where the angle brackets 〈𝑢〉 represent an ensemble average, i.e. for the horizontal wind 

component, TKE per unit mass is expressed as 𝑞2/2, ε is the dissipation rate of TKE [
𝑚2

𝑠3 ], 

given by  

 

𝜀 =
𝑞3

𝐵1𝐿
           (3.76) 

 

𝐵1 is a closure constant and L is the mixing length, see (3.22) [74] [75].  

 

The first term of (3.75), the vertical transport and pressure distribution term is expressed 

in terms of gradient diffusion by 

 

− 〈𝑤′ (𝑢′2 + 𝑣′2 + 𝑤′2 +
2𝑝

𝜌𝑜
)〉 = 𝐿𝑞𝑆𝑞

𝜕𝑞2

𝜕𝑧
        (3.77) 
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where 𝑆𝑞 is the stability function for q. Furthermore, the second and third terms in (3.75) 

are the shear and buoyancy terms, respectively, and contain second-order turbulent fluxes, 

i.e. 〈𝑢′𝑤′〉, which are also expressed in terms of gradient diffusion, as such: 

 

〈𝑢′𝑤′〉 = −𝐿𝑞𝑆𝑀
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
           (3.78) 

〈𝑣′𝑤′〉 = −𝐿𝑞𝑆𝑀
𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
           (3.79) 

〈𝑤′𝜃′〉 = −𝐿𝑞𝑆𝐻
𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧
           (3.80) 

 

Here, 𝑆𝑀 and 𝑆𝐻 are stability functions for momentum and heat, respectively. Lastly, the 

eddy diffusivity, 𝐾𝑀, is stated as 

 

𝐾𝑀 = 𝐿𝑞𝑆𝑀           (3.81) 

 

In order to demonstrate the performance of the MYNN model, the results of Day 33 of the 

Wangara experiment, which has often been used to benchmark and verify numerical 

simulation models [78], and a one dimensional simulation by the original MY model are 

compared to those of a three dimensional LES, in order to negate the effects of large-scale 

subsidence [77]. The results of the MYNN, both level-3 (NN30) and level-2.5 (NN25) 

models, and MY models were compared to the horizontally-averaged total quantities from 

the LES and a 40% reduction in the computational cost of the turbulence process was 

noted. Both the NN30 and NN25 models reproduced the LES results for TKE, while the 

magnitude of the MY level-3 (MY30) model was only half of that in the LES throughout 

the ABL, see Figure 3.29. 
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Figure 3.30 illustrates the same results as above, except for the turbulent length scale, L, 

of the three models, compared to the LES results. Once again, the NN30 and N35 models 

were comparable to or slightly larger than the values in the LES. On the other hand, the 

MY30 results were considerable smaller than the LES, leading to the reduced TKE values. 

This also led to an insufficient representation of the penetrative convection and less 

entrainment, both of which cause a slower growth of the convective ABL. Additionally, 

NN25 decreases more rapidly with height than in NN30 since it had not reproduced the 

weakly stable atmospheric stability in the upper half of the ABL. This led to poor 

performance of NN25 above the top of the ABL [75]. 

 

After this benchmark was conducted, it was noted that the improvement of the stability 

functions, 𝑆𝑀 and 𝑆𝐻, is pertinent to the performance of the MYNN model. This, coupled 

with the formulation of the turbulent length scale L allows for the realistic increases with 

decreasing stability, see Figure 3.30 [75]. The MYNN physics scheme is used in the WRF 

simulations for this thesis work.  

Figure 3.29 Vertical profiles of TKE obtained from the (a) NN30, (b) MY30 and (c) NN25 models; thin lines represent 

the horizontally-averaged LES results. The legend denotes the time in LST [75]. 
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Figure 3.30 Same as Figure 3.29, except for turbulent mixing length [75]. 
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CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

 

This chapter describes the methodological framework used to conduct the research project, 

including the mathematical modeling and data sources used throughout the project. The 

research conducted throughout this project was made possible with data from Vattenfall 

A/S’s Operation & Site Technology section of the Research & Development Department. 

Furthermore, this project is a continuation of the Vindforsk NCWake research group’s 

work on the optimization of large wind farms, headed by Professor Stefan Ivanell. A great 

deal of the existing projects focus on the use of CFD simulations to analyze wind farm 

wakes, including the works of Karl Nilsson [91] and Ola Eriksson [10].  

 

Throughout this project, mesoscale modelling has been used as the means of analyzing 

and quantifying the wakes that develop behind offshore wind farms, with the possibility 

to extend to existing LES analyses for further research. One reason for the switch to 

idealized mesoscale modeling is to validate the effectiveness of the WRF model as a 

means of predicting flow deficits in highly clustered offshore wind power sites. All WRF 

modeling used in this project was set up according to Jesper Nissen and Sam Hawkin’s 

in-house AFRICA model, using idealized wind profiles and atmospheric conditions.  

 

4.1 Description of Project Methodology 

 

The mesoscale numerical weather prediction model, ARW version 3.7.1 [79], was used to 

perform a series of idealized simulations to investigate the interaction between the Princes 

Amalia and Egmond aan Zee wind farms. To begin, each simulation was given specified 

surface features into the domain as a means of physical downscaling. Each land use point 

is categorized according to what it is in reality, i.e. the model sees different surface 

conditions for forests, urban build up, etc., see Figure 5.3 in the following chapter. 

Additionally, the location and technical specifications of each turbine are specified within 

the domain. The sea surface temperature and land use point temperatures were set at 280 

and 283 °K, respectively.  

 

In each of these simulations, an idealized horizontally heterogeneous, i.e. same in the x- 

and y-directions, wind flow profile, ranging from 10 m/s to 30 m/s in the predominantly 

westerly direction, was specified before the model was run. Once the model begins to run, 

horizontal changes are developed by the wind flow’s interactions with the surface 
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conditions, such as the wind turbines. This develops both wind shear and atmospheric 

stability throughout the domain. The wind direction, straight westerly, was not allowed to 

change, except by interacting with the parametrized surface conditions, i.e. wind farms, 

coastline, land use points. The initial atmospheric conditions were specified by providing 

starting wind speed, wind direction and temperature profiles. 

 

ARW solves the nonhydrostatic compressible Euler equations discretized on a set 

Arakawa-C staggered grid. A fifth-order finite-difference scheme is used for horizontal 

advection, while a third-order scheme is used for vertical advection. Temporal integration 

is governed by a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The model is comprised of 500 m x 

500 m grid cells throughout 33 vertical levels, 100 west-east levels, 91 south-north levels 

with 25 hourly time steps. The model height levels and their corresponding heights, in 

meters, are listed in Appendix B.  

 

In order to calculate the shadow effect between PA and OWEZ, the author chose the 

coordinates of two areas that are unaffected by PA wind farm’s wake, denoted as the Free 

Zone and Upstream Zone. Deficits between these two areas and the designated 

Downstream Zone, that was chosen to lay roughly 7km between the two wind farms to 

capture the wake cast onto OWEZ. Directly north of the Downstream Zone lies the Free 

Zone, while the Upstream Zone lies directly west of PA wind farm. Figure 4.1 illustrates 

the positions of the three analyzed areas with regard to the two wind farms, while Figure 

4.2 further explains how the wind speed deficits were calculated between these three 
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points. The coordinates for the aforementioned zones of analysis and the wind farms’ 

turbines are listed in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 4.1 Simulation layout: OWEZ wind farm is within the red dot-dash box, PA wind farm is within the purple dash 

box, the Free Zone is represented by the black star, the Downstream Zone is represented by the yellow star and the 

Upstream Zone is represented by the green diamond.  

 

In order to calculate the shadow effect of PA onto OWEZ, both the wind speed and BRN 

were extracted from the simulations. From this, a dataset was created and the simulated 

deficits were binned into wind speed and atmospheric stability regimes. The region’s TKE 

budget was also analyzed as a means of depicting the varying length and diffusivity of the 

simulated wind speed deficits.  
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Figure 4.2 Representation of the wind deficit calculations between two of the three points (Free, Upstream and 

Downstream Zones). 
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4.2 Description of Mathematical Modelling  

4.2.1 Shadow Effect Determination Method – Physical Downscaling Method 

Once the WRF simulations have been completed, a dataset comprised of simulated wind 

speeds, deficits between the unaffected and downstream zones, and Bulk Richardson 

Numbers (3.20) from the three discrete areas was analyzed as input to the proposed 

Shadow Effect Determination Method (SEDM). All of the BRN values were calculated 

along the vertical height interval 𝛥𝑧 = 116 𝑚 − 21𝑚. Values were only taken from 

simulation hours 6-25, in order to exclude cold start model shock. Furthermore, it is 

assumed that the Upstream and Free zones are minimally affected by the two wind farms 

and thus provide an accurate representation of the normal wind flow and atmospheric 

stability. The analyzed wind speed deficits are defined as  

 

𝑈𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 𝑈𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 − 𝑈𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚         (4.1) 

𝑈𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡_𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 = 𝑈𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 − 𝑈𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚       (4.2) 

 

In order to relate the modeled wind speed deficits to the site’s real conditions, the average, 

according to wind speed and atmospheric stability bins, of the wind speed deficits were 

multiplied by their frequency of occurrence, taken from the meteorological mast 

measurement report from ECN [80]. This comprises the shadow effect determination 

method, which can be based solely on the wind speed or combined wind speed and 

atmospheric stability regimes (4.3 - 4.4).  

 

Shadow Effect = 100 ∗
∑ �̅�

𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡, 𝑖
∗𝑓𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

�̅�𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
                  (4.3) 

 

where the shadow effect of PA onto OWEZ is calculated as a percent deficit of the 

observed mean wind speed, �̅�𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 = 8.9
𝑚

𝑠
 [80], i represents the wind speed bin, i.e. 

0-1 m/s lies within the i=1 bin, 𝑛𝑖 represents the number of simulated wind speeds within 

a wind speed bin, 𝑓𝑖 represents the frequency of occurrence of a particular wind speed bin, 
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taken from [80]. Once the simulated data is also categorized by its corresponding 

atmospheric stability, (4.3) becomes: 

 

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝜉 = 100 ∗
∑ �̅�𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡,  𝑖,   𝜉∗𝑓𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

�̅�𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
        (4.4) 

 

Here, the subscript ξ denotes the atmospheric stability regime that the shadow effect is 

being quantified for, i.e. stable, neutral or unstable determined from (3.20) and the 

governing relationships of (3.24) and (3.25). With this, the shadow effect of PA onto 

OWEZ based, on the simulated wind speed deficit between an unaffected zone of analysis 

and the Downstream zone, is calculated as if the domain was wholly governed by a single 

atmospheric stability regime. It should be noted that according to (4.3) and (4.4), the 

shadow effect is calculated as a percentage of the mean observed wind speed.  

 

4.2.2 Statistical Downscaling Method 

 

For the purpose of validating the proposed SEDM, the AIM method (As If Measured), 

developed by Jesper Nissen, is used to quantify the wind speed deficit caused by Princes 

Amalia, using MERRA and observed wind data. This statistical downscaling method takes 

a coarse resolution model, which sees only water in the area of interest, and adds surface 

features, in this case only OWEZ. OWEZ’s surface features are present in the method’s 

training period from January 2007 – January 2008, before PA was commissioned, in order 

to identify analogs that are most similar to the reconstructed forecast. Since PA was not 

present during the training period, the trained model will only account for the surface 

features from OWEZ. This analysis is verified by its ability to nearly perfectly reconstruct 

met mast measurements from an already observed portion of the training period, January 

2008 – June 2008 that was excluded from the training period, as with Delle Monache et 

al.’s (2011) analog ensemble technique [89]. The statistical method then reconstructs the 

wind speeds as if measured by the met mast in a period where both OWEZ and PA were 

present, but only accounting for the surface features from OWEZ.  
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Three experimental configurations of predictor variables, with either 10, 15, 20 or 25 

analogs, were prepared to determine which variables and quantity of analogs produced the 

best weather forecast. The predictor variables used in the reanalysis experiments were as 

follows, wind speed and direction at 10 and 50 m heights, mean sea level pressure, and 

the skin temperature and humidity, i.e. surface value at roughly 1 m height as well as at 

10 m height. These experiments are labeled as BAA, AAA and HAA, consisting of the 

wind speed and wind direction at both measured heights, all aforementioned variables and 

only the 50 m quantities, respectively. The BAA configuration with 15 analogs created 

the most accurate forecasts and was therefore chosen as the ideal quantity of analogs 

comprising the model’s ensemble. Table 4.1 illustrates the predictor variable 

configurations of these three experiments, while Figure 4.3 represents the timeline for the 

analog ensemble technique used to verify the shadow determination model’s indications 

(4.3 – 4.4). A benchmark of the predictor variable configurations and varying quantities 

of analogs was conducted prior to this research project to determine the most accurate 

model set up; see results from the reference experiment conducted by Jesper Nielsen in 

Appendix C. 

Table 4.1 Predictor variable configuration of Analog Ensemble experiments 

Predictor Variable BAA AAA HAA 

Wspd 10m * *  

Wspd 50m * * * 

Wdir10m * *  

Wdir 50m * * * 

MSLP  *  

T_10m  *  

T_skin  *  

Qv_10m  *  

Qv_skin  *  
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This technique accounts for both wind speeds and atmospheric stability by incorporating 

multiple measurement heights for both wind speed and direction. As a result of this, 

stability can be modeled by the shear of the vertical wind profile, extrapolated between 

several, or, in this case, two points, see Figure 3.8. For the purpose of this research, 116 

m high wind speed and direction was extrapolated from 10 and 50 m high observations. 

The AIM method results in a time series of reconstructed observations, which relate what 

the observations throughout the reconstruction period would have been based on the large 

scale weather data from an NWP model, all of which is used to calculate the undisturbed 

mean geometry of the wind field as it was before PA was commissioned.  

 

4.3 Description of Data Sources 

 

Observational data for the OWEZ wind farm is comprised of meteorological mast 

measurements from 2006 as well as turbine SCADA data from 2006, the year prior to PA 

being built, and 2015. The met mast’s location within the OWEZ site is represented in 

Figure 4.4. The met mast was placed strategically on the windward, northwest, side of the 

wind farm’s projected site in an point whose northeast wind flow is deemed to be 

unaffected by the presence of turbines. The author has also obtained data and mast 

specifications from two ECN reports, a half year report on OWEZ meteorological 

measurements and the instrumentation report for the meteorological mast [80] [81]. 

Observational data can be found in Appendix D, for further review, courtesy of Vattenfall, 

Nuon, Shell and NordzeeWind.  

Figure 4.3 Timeline used for Analog Ensemble experiments; training period extended from January 2007 to January 

2008. 
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These observed wind speeds were taken from 225° - 285°, comprising the SW, W and 

NW wind sectors, i.e. the predominant wind direction, see Figure 4.5 for the wind rose at 

the OWEZ site, measured at IJmuiden met mast [80], as well as the Weibull distribution 

Figure 4.5 Weibull distribution and wind rose for the OWEZ wind farm wind flow, taken 

from the IJmuiden met mast [80]. 

Figure 4.4 Layout of OWEZ turbines (blue) and IJmuiden met mast (red) 
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for the OWEZ site, with the average wind speed of 8.9 m/s in 2006.The project’s simulated 

data was retrieved from 39 simulations carried out with Vattenfall’s in-house WRF model 

(the AFRICA model). The specifications in Table 4.2 were used to configure the WRF 

simulations. The Fitch wind farm parametrization scheme was used to model both PA and 

OWEZ wind farms. 

 

Table 4.2 Configuration specifications used for WRF idealized simulations. 

 Number of simulations run  39 

Open boundaries N, S, E, W 

Turbine Parametrization Fitch Scheme 

Surface Layer Physics MYNN Scheme 

Boundary Layer Physics MYNN PBL Scheme 

East-West grid points 100 

North-South grid points 91 

Simulation hours 24 

Sea surface temperature 280 K 

Land point temperature 283 K 

 

In order to train the AnEn model used in the AIM method, NASA’s high quality reanalysis 

data set MERRA (Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications) is 

used as the NWP data input, at 50 m height [90]. In conjunction with this data set, the 

cleaned observational dataset from the IJmuiden met mast at the OWEZ site is used as the 

observational data, at 116 m height [80]. The use of both 10 m and 50 m high NWP values 

allows the AnEn model to extrapolate values for the wind speed at 116 m, thus determining 

the estimated wind shear and representing the atmospheric stability at a given 10-minute 

time-step within the time series. One defining characteristic of the MERRA dataset is that 

it does not take surface conditions into account. This is one reason for its general 

underestimation of the site’s wind speed.  
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Two time series datasets were used to conduct this aspect of the analysis – one before the 

commissioning of PA and one after. The former time series runs during the verification 

period, whereas the latter runs from the time that PA was commissioned, June 2008, until 

January 2011. Each dataset consists of time, a deterministic wind forecast, percentile 

values ranging from P10 to P90, the standard deviation, weighted distribution and means 

of the ensembles, power distribution, total power production observed, raw 50 m height 

MERRA NWP wind data, observed wind data at 116 m height, deterministic forecasted 

and directional wind profiles, and forecasted wind speed and direction distribution 

profiles. The two time series consist of 3552 and 8232 time-steps, respectively, prior to 

and after PA was commissioned.  
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4.4 Description of the Methodological Framework 

 Figure 4.6 depicts the methodological framework for the thesis work, which was 

explicitly described in the preceding sections and their subsections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Methodological framework for the thesis project. 
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CHAPTER 5.  RESULTS  

 

This chapter discusses the results derived from the proposed methodology. First, the 

results from the simulations are presented and explained, followed by a description of the 

mathematical results from the newly developed shadow determination method. The 

method’s results are then benchmarked with the project’s AIM method, as a means of 

verifying the model’s indications. It is important to note that one of the limiting factors in 

the project is the lack of simulations with an unstable atmospheric stability, mirroring the 

atmospheric conditions of the analyzed site. The radiation physics model was not properly 

developing, and only created noisy data in the simulations; this data was deemed unusable. 

 

5.1 Simulation Results  

 

Contours of the site’s wind speed were plotted with the output data from the simulations; 

each of these plots include the predominant wind direction, denoted as vector arrows. The 

simulated conditions depict a decrease in wind speed that develops directly behind the first 

row of turbines in PA and continues to decrease as it flows downstream towards OWEZ. 

All of the simulations indicated that the lowest wind speed was located directly behind the 

last row of turbines in OWEZ wind farm. This is due to the continuous increase in QKE 

caused by the parametrized turbines (see Section 3.4.3.1 Fitch Parametrization Scheme); 

the MYNN PBL scheme quantifies the advection of TKE as QKE, or twice the quantity 

of the TKE present. On the right side of the contour graphs lies the Dutch coast line, which 

creates its own reduction in wind speed and is itself a source of QKE. 

 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the wind contours of an idealized simulation with starting wind 

profile of 25 m/s and neutral atmospheric stability, at simulation hour 7. As the simulation 

time increases, the magnitude of the deficit decreased slightly, from roughly 2.6 m/s to 1.5 

m/s, although the overall length of the wake behind PA extends far beyond the 13km 

between the two wind farms, roughly 30 km, and seems to continue beyond the domain of 

the simulation.  
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QKE values increase within the turbine arrays of both PA and OWEZ as expected. 

Increases in QKE are seen directly behind both wind farms, as the simulated turbines act 

as momentum sinks, generating TKE from the incoming wind stream as a representation 

of the energy in the wind that is not transferred into useful energy by the turbine. Sudden 

increases in TKE along the coastline in Figure 5.2 correspond to the increase in surface 

roughness on land, as prescribed by the MYNN surface physics scheme. Land use of all 

types result in higher surface roughness values and drag forces, see Table 3.1, which 

disrupt the laminar flow of wind by means of increased turbulence and TKE. Figure 5.3 

shows the land use categories in simulated grid to illustrate the sudden increase in TKE 

after the coastline.  

 

 

   

Figure 5.1 Wind speed contours for idealized simulation with 15 m/s starting wind profile and 

neutral stratification, at height 93.97 m and simulation hour 21. The red line signifies simulation 

latitude 49, from which all cross sections were taken. The “Free” (black star), “Upstream” (green 

diamond) and “Downstream” (yellow star) are also depicted. 
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The wind speed in the rotor area is reduced by the parametrized momentum sink, 

simultaneously distorting the direction of the wind flow. Similarly, the QKE increases 

both throughout the depth of the newly formed boundary layer and below the wind farm, 

as the farm’s internal momentum sink induces a shear production of QKE around the top 

of the turbines. This QKE decelerates the wind flow through the wind farm and directly 

downstream of PA and OWEZ. The resulting wind speed deficit between PA and OWEZ 

ranges from 1.6 to 2.6 m/s. Figure 5.2 shows the horizontal change in QKE throughout the 

simulation domain, although it is only representative of the model at height 93.97m. On 

the other hand, Figure 5.4 illustrates the vertical QKE profile along simulation latitude 49, 

which provides a deeper representation of the parametrized wind farms’ generation of 

QKE.  

 

Figure 5.2 Simulated QKE development with 25m/s starting wind speeds and neutral 

stratification at model height 93.97 m and simulation hour 7. Red line signifies the 

latitude at which all vertical cross sections were taken at; simulation latitude 49. 
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All vertical cross-sections were taken along simulation latitude 49, which corresponds to 

52.5884323 °N. These latitudes were determined to be the ideal vertical planes to analyze 

the external atmospheric effects of both wind farms, and correspond to the latitude of both 

the “Upstream” and “Downstream” zones of analysis. Prior to the PA wind farm, the cross-

sectional wind flow is constant. Once the flow reaches PA a new internal boundary layer 

develops, decreasing the wind profile throughout the first 200 m above sea level. This 

increase in the IBL’s depth can be seen in Figure 5.4 at three locations; the first 

development after PA and the second at the flow’s point of contact with OWEZ and when 

the wind flow reaches the Dutch coastline.  

 

This illustrates the step changes that are associated with abrupt changes in surface 

roughness, exhibiting sharp decelerations upon reaching PA, followed by a reacceleration 

in the vertical direction. The smoothness of the previous surface condition is not 

completely recovered, leaving some downstream regions out of equilibrium with the local 

Figure 5.3 Land use categories within the simulation domain. 
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surface. These changes are seen to have penetrated throughout the depth of the boundary 

layer. Additionally, the airflow accelerates above PA, OWEZ and the coastline, as is a 

common flow pattern above met masts and large airflow obstructions. Effects such as this 

can be seen in the experiments conducted by Perrin et al. (2007) and demonstrate a similar 

origin point, roughly twice the height of the structure [94]. This vertical acceleration above 

both wind farms and the Dutch coastline is further illustrated in Figure 5.5, in which the 

change in the wind speed’s vertical component, along simulation latitude 49, is plotted.  

 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the development of QKE as a result of the two analyzed wind farms, 

as well as the Dutch coastline. Each of the parametrized wind turbines generate shear 

production of TKE at the top of the rotor area and up to a height just below 180 m, as the 

momentum flow decreases throughout the arrays. This is followed by a reduced shear 

production of TKE behind the turbine arrays, i.e. the surface and body of the wake.  

Figure 5.4 Vertical cross-section of simulated wind speeds along simulation latitude line 49 and 

simulation hour 7. Leftmost box represents the location of PA wind farm, central box represents the 

location of OWEZ wind farm, while the rightmost box represents the Dutch Coastline. Contour plots 

were constructed at the height corresponding to the dashed horizontal line. 

PA OWEZ Coastline 
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Figure 5.5 Changes in the wind speed's vertical component, w, along simulation latitude 49. The three 

peaks refer to PA, OWEZ and the Dutch coastline, from left to right.  

Figure 5.6 Vertical cross-section of simulated TKE along simulation latitude line 49 and simulation 

hour 7. Leftmost box represents the location of PA wind farm, center box represents the location of 

OWEZ wind farm and the rightmost box represents the Dutch Coastline. Contour plots were 

constructed at the model height corresponding to the dashed horizontal line. 
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5.2 Mathematical Results 

 

39 simulations yielded 762 usable data points for wind speed and BRN in each of the three 

reference zones, leading to the calculation of 762 wind speed deficits, which were filtered 

by their corresponding wind speed bin and atmospheric stability regime. Figures 5.7, 5.8 

and 5.9 show the simulations’ wind speed frequencies for all three points of analysis, i.e. 

“Free,” “Downstream” and “Upstream” zones. The “Free” and “Upstream” zones both 

shared similar wind speed characteristics, with high frequencies of wind speeds between 

7 m/s and 20 m/s, whereas the “Downstream” zone had a much higher occurrence of lower 

wind speeds between 5 m/s and 13 m/s. This decrease in wind speed comes as a result of 

the increase in QKE in the wind flow after PA wind farm. Furthermore, Table 5.1 shows 

the maximum and average wind speeds in each of the three analyzed zones.  Minimum 

wind speeds were not benchmarked, as all zones shared a minimum value of 0 m/s 

Figure 5.7 Simulated wind speed regimes in "Free" zone. 
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throughout the simulation. The simulated absolute wind speed deficit in the “Free” and 

“Upstream” zones were 1.86 m/s and 2.01 m/s, respectively.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Simulated wind speed regimes in "Downstream" zone. 
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Table 5.1 Average and maximum wind speeds for each of the analyzed zones. 

Reference Zone Average Wind Speed, [m/s] Maximum Wind Speed, [m/s] 

Downstream 10.88 29.43 

Free 12.74 29.97 

Upstream 12.88 30.23 

 

The wind speed deficits between the “Free” and “Upstream” zones and the “Downstream” 

zone yielded interesting results, in particular due to the presence of a slight speed up effect 

at certain wind speeds. Below, Table 5.2 depicts the absolute average, maximum and 

minimum wind speed deficits, although it might serve better to discuss the latter as the 

simulated speed up effect. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrate the discrete magnitude of PA’s 

shadow effect onto OWEZ based on the simulated wind speed regimes, with a fitted cubic 

curve to model the shadow effect curve.  

 

Figure 5.9 Simulated wind speed regimes in "Upstream" zone. 
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Table 5.2 Simulated absolute average, maximum and minimum wind speed deficits. 

Reference 

Zone 

Average Wind Speed 

Deficit, [m/s] 

Maximum Deficit, 

[m/s] 

Minimum 

Deficit, [m/s] 

Free 1.86 8.47 -2.9 

Upstream 2.01 5.25 -0.99 

 

Furthermore, a cubic curve fitting was chosen with the goal of expressing the similarity 

between the discretized deficit curves and the thrust coefficient curve of the Vestas V-80 

2.0 MW offshore wind turbine. These Figures demonstrate that the highest deficits occur 

when the modeled turbines are thrusting the most. This is to further demonstrate the Fitch 

parametrization scheme, in which the generated TKE, and consequently wind speed 

deficit, in the wind flow is modeled predominantly by wind turbines’ thrust coefficient, 

see equation (3.65 – 3.74). Figure 5.12 illustrates both the power and thrust curves of a 

Vestas V80 2.0 MW offshore wind turbine, as modeled by Hansen et al. (2010) [85]. As 

the average wind speed in the simulations is 12.17 m/s, the average thrust coefficient of 

PA’s turbines will be roughly 0.76, while also relating to the peak deficit regions in Figure 

5.10 and 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 Discretized shadow effect based on wind speeds in the "Upstream" and "Downstream" 

zones, with cubic curve fit and governing equation. 

Figure 5.10 Discretized shadow effect based on wind speeds in the "Free" and "Downstream" zones, 

with cubic curve fit and governing equation. 
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Figure 5.12 Vestas V80 -2.0 MW offshore wind turbine power and thrust curves [85]. 
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5.3 Case-Study Data  

5.3.1 Case-Study Data – WRF Idealized Simulations 

 

Of the 762 data points, 550 yielded neutral atmospheric stability, 164 stable stablity and 

48 unstable stablity. As previously mentioned, each of the wind speed regimes was filtered 

by their corresponding BRN and, therefore, atmospheric stability. The shadow effect 

determination method indicates a much larger shadow effect during neutral and stable 

atmospheric stabilities. The heightened shadow effect was expected for the stable cases, 

although the similarity between this case and the neutral case was not. Despite this, the 

analyzed site is predominantly of unstable atmospheric stability (data used covered 2005 

– 2010). For more information on the simulated stability regimes, wind speeds and 

filtering of the winds speed with regard to their stability regimes, refer to Appendix B.  

 

Table 5.3 depicts the results from the proposed shadow effect determination method in the 

previous section 4.2, based on equations (4.3) and (4.4). Equation (4.3) yielded a shadow 

effect percentage based solely on the simulated wind speed deficits and their observed 

frequency of occurrence in the 225° - 285° sector from IJmuiden met mast [80]. In the 

results stemming from equation (4.4), each of the wind speed deficits is filtered by wind 

speed regime, as well as by its corresponding atmospheric stability regime, determined by 

its BRN. Filtering of this manner allows the determination method to quantify the shadow 

effect of PA onto OWEZ as a percentage wind deficit, as if the analyzed site’s atmospheric 

stability was wholly stable, neutral or unstable. 

 

These results indicate that the shadow effect propagating from PA will clearly be of a 

higher magnitude in either a neutral or stable atmospheric stratification, than if it were in 

an unstable stratification. Two- or three-fold increases in magnitude from unstable to 

neutral or stable stability are observed from the Free Zone and Upstream Zone’s deficits, 

respectively. This is to be expected, as the greater presence of turbulence in unstable 

atmospheric conditions has been recognized to cause the wake behind offshore wind farms 
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to diffuse quicker than in stable or neutral atmospheric conditions, as with the Bredesen 

et al. (2014) experiments [43]. Both of the latter atmospheric stratifications 

characteristically have significantly lower quantities of turbulence and higher degrees of 

wind shear throughout their boundary layers. Furthermore, it seems that the shadow effect 

is slightly less in the Free Zone, whilst wholly under unstable atmospheric stability, as it 

is more affected by the wind flow’s features after initially interacting with PA.  

Table 5.3 Results from the shadow effect determination method as a percentage of wind flow blocked by PA within the 

observed 225°-285° sector. 

Determination Model Specifications Shadow Effect based on         

Free Zone deficit, [%] 

Shadow Effect based on 

Upstream Zone deficit, [%] 

Wind speed bins 21.01 21.91 

Stable stratification 20.79 22.47 

Neutral stratification 22.92 22.02 

Unstable stratification 7.53 9.10 
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5.3.2 Case-Study Data: Statistical Downscaling Method 

 

Results of the idealized WRF simulations were compared to observed wind speed and 

direction, as a means of validating the indications of the shadow effect determination 

method. Given the idealized nature of the simulation data, the model’s output is considered 

solely indicative of the quantified shadow effect between PA and OWEZ, in the 

predominant wind direction and given atmospheric stability. These indicators are 

validated when coupled with the statistical downscaling AIM method. The forecast with 

15 analogs comprising its ensemble was determined to be the most accurate model, as the 

diminishing weight of the additional analogs proved to not cause any significant change 

to the results of the model. This is further displayed in Appendix C.  

 

The technique’s relation to reality is verified by the ensemble’s ability to eliminate bias 

between the reconstructed wind speeds as if measured by IJmuiden met mast and the 

observational data throughout the verification period. Initially, there is a great deal of 

deviation between the MERRA and observed wind data, only to be removed once the 

downscaling method trains the model with added surface conditions from past analogs 

(training period January 2007 – January 2008). This is illustrated in Figure 5.13, where 

the observed wind speeds are shown in black, the raw MERRA data in green and the 

reconstructed wind speeds in red, all from the time period of January 2008 to June 2008, 

or the model’s reconstruction and verification period. The lack of deviation between the 

reconstructed and observed wind data demonstrates the method’s ability to accurately 

forecast wind speeds.  

 

For the purposes of this project, predict the potential wind speeds as if measured by 

IJmuiden met mast, without the surface conditions stemming from PA being upstream of 

OWEZ. Thus, a positive deficit indicates that the AnEn technique has predicted a larger 

wind speed than has been observed. This difference between the two wind speed datasets 

is considered to be the shadow effect from PA onto OWEZ, as it is the percentage of wind 
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flow that is predicted to be present if PA was not. Time series of the observed wind data, 

filtered by wind direction, is illustrated in Appendix C. Filtering of this sort is used to 

determine the predominant wind directions. Wind speed deficits are expressed as the 

percentage difference between the reconstructed and the observed wind speed, with regard 

to the mean observed wind speed. A probabilistic 80% confidence level, developed from 

the P90 and P10 wind speed forecast, was calculated to determine the practical range in 

which the reconstructed shadow effect would possibly occur from the analysis. This 

confidence interval is further used as a means of benchmarking the results of the physical 

and statistical downscaling methods for shadow effect determination. 

 

Figure 5.13 Partial time series benchmark of observed (black), MERRA (green) and reconstructed (red) wind 

speed data. This comparison indicates the ability of the Analog Ensemble technique to accurately reconstruct 

input MERRA data to fit the observed data, eliminating bias between datasets. Full time series benchmark is 

located in Appendix C.   
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Deficits were binned into 15°-averaged bins and analyzed, with the expectation that the 

largest of the deficits would be present in the southwesterly direction. Three ranges had 

noticeable peak deficits, 15 – 45° (N-NE), 180-255° (S-SW) and 300 – 330° (NW), 

although the peak in the S-SW sector was the largest of the three as well as spanning the 

largest directional sector, see Figure 5.14 and Table 5.4 for the models’ maximum values 

and their corresponding directional sectors. The largest deficit peak was expected to lie in 

the westerly directional sector (roughly 255°-285°); instead, this peak occurred in the 210° 

direction.  

 

Figure 5.14 Wind speed deficit between the AnEn method's reconstructed wind speed predictions and 

observed wind speeds. Deficits were calculated by Deterministic (red), 90th percentile (black) and 10th 

percentile (blue) models results. Dashed lines signify the three peak deficit areas; purple, the northeast 

sectors, green, the south-southwesterly sector and blue, the northwesterly sector. 
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Table 5.4 Peak model deficit values 

 

 Although the highest wind speeds occur within the former directional sector, the most 

frequent wind speeds occur closer to the latter sector of the wind rose, see Figure 5.15 

[80]. One key difference between these two wind roses is the increase in the N-NW 

directional sector. Another key difference between the two wind roses is the 

overwhelming increase of wind flow in the NE directional sector after the commissioning 

of OWEZ.  It seems that the wind has been channeled through the row of turbines in the 

wind farm itself. Thus, the NE spike seems to be generated by OWEZ itself. Similarly, as 

measured by the IJmuiden met mast, the wind direction is observed to shift further towards 

the southerly direction in the after OWEZ’s commissioning, see Figure 5.15.  

 

The smaller peak at 315° could result from the wind flow being distorted as it passes by 

the northeastern most section of PA. Within this sector, the wind flow could have been 

distorted by the elevated roughness of PA’s turbines. The deficit peak in the 30° direction 

is the most unusual of the three peaks. This is primarily due to the positioning of the met 

mast in front of and in the center of the second and third columns of OWEZ’s turbines, as 

a means of avoiding measurement errors from the farm itself. Additionally, the deficit 

peaks both in the 30° and 315° directions could be attributed to errors in the sonic 

anemometers installed on the met mast. Errors of this magnitude, between 12 and 20° 

relative to incident wind direction, have been known to occur in sonic anemometers as 

analyzed by Friebel et al. (2008) [95]. Overall, the underlying reasons behind the peaks in 

the 30° and 315° directions are not fully understood, although both are attributed to some 

sort of blockage effect as a result of PA’s upstream location. These were not further 

investigated, as their analysis exceeded the scope of the thesis work.  

 30° Deficit, [%] 210° Deficit , [%] 315° Deficit, [%] 

Deterministic  0.82 1.02 0.57 

P90 1.24 1.83 0.8 

P10 0.38 0.22 0.33 
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Figure 5.15 Wind rose from IJmuiden met mast spanning July 2006 to January 

2007, prior to the commissioning of OWEZ wind farm, (left) and spanning 

January 2007 to January 2008, the analog ensemble’s training period (right) . 
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5.3.3 Case Study Data: Method Comparison 

 

This case study used two methods of analysis to quantify the shadow effect that PA casts 

onto OWEZ: the physical and statistical downscaling methods for shadow effect 

quantification. Both of these methods take the frequency of observed wind speed and the 

site’s atmospheric stability regimes into account when determining the wind speed deficit 

with respect to the mean observed wind speed. It should be emphasized that the statistical 

technique is based on wind flow conditions occurring in reality, whereas the SEDM is 

based primarily on idealized simulation wind data.   

 

One of the key differences between the two methods is the scope of analysis. In the shadow 

effect determination method, the observed wind data within the 225° - 285° sector is 

analyzed, whereas the statistical method calculates the deficits in all wind sectors. Despite 

the difference in regions of analysis, the statistical model yielded the highest peak deficit 

aligned with the wind direction sector downstream of PA, albeit the results are an order of 

magnitude apart from one another. The statistical method predicted the deterministic 

deficit of 1.022%, within an 80% confidence interval of 0.22%-1.83%, while the physical 

downscaling quantification method produced deficits in the ranges of 7.53% to 22.92% 

(0.67 m/s to 2.04 m/s) and 9.10% to 22.47% (0.81 m/s to 2.0 m/s) in the predominant wind 

direction. These shadow effects were calculated from the deficits based on the “Free Zone” 

and “Upstream Zone” wind speed deficits and atmospheric stability regimes, respectively.  

 

These deficit ranges far exceed that of the statistical method’s predicted confidence 

interval. This exceedance is attributed the Fitch turbine parametrization scheme’s 

tendency to overestimate the wake effect behind individual turbines, let alone an entire 

farm array, due to its lack of sub-grid calculations, thus neglecting turbine interactions 

within a shared grid [68] [74].  Table 5.5 shows the benchmark of the two prediction 

models, while Figure 5.16 represents the data graphically.  
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Table 5.5 Benchmark of results from statistical and physical downscaling method results. In both SEDM cases, the 

deficits exceed the 80% confidence interval generated from the statistical downscaling method..  

Method Specification Percent Deficit, [%] 

Analog Ensemble 

 

Deterministic 1.02 

 P90 1.83 

 P10 0.23 

SEDM, Free Zone Unstable 7.53 

 Stable 20.79 

 Neutral 22.92 

SEDM, Upstream Unstable 9.10 

 Stable 22.47 

 Neutral 22.02 

 

Figure 5.16 Benchmark of results from statistical and physical downscaling method results. In both SEDM cases, 

the deficits exceed the 80% confidence interval generated from the statistical downscaling method. 
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The difference between the Analog Ensemble and SEDM cases is considered to be due to 

the Fitch turbine scheme’s overestimation of wake effects and the large grid resolution 

associated with WRF simulations. Wind speed deficits in this order of magnitude have 

also been seen in the WRF real-data simulations of Striedlinger, P. (2014) [98], where 

wind speed deficits were observed to be roughly -2.2 m/s at a distance of 5 km downstream 

of the Thanet offshore wind farm. While Striedlinger’s simulations were based on real 

atmospheric data and the simulations of this study were based on idealized data, both 

simulations used grid resolutions of 500 m and parametrized wind turbines from the Fitch 

turbine scheme.   
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
 

Both models used in the analysis of this project have been seen to indicate results that 

clearly reflect the physical nature of varying atmospheric stability regimes; the wind 

flow’s slow recovery downwind of PA in neutral and stable atmospheric stability regimes 

and the magnitude of the estimated shadow effects. This is comparable to the results of 

the studies conducted by Striedlinger (2014) [98] and Hasager et al. (2015) [99].  

 

The deficits stemming from the physical downscaling model far exceed those of the 

statistical downscaling model. Despite this, similar shadow effects have been calculated 

for Horns Rev 1 and 2 wind farms, which demonstrate flow deficits of roughly 7% [99], 

and Thanet wind farm, which demonstrated roughly a 15% flow deficit. Both of these 

deficits were analyzed 6 - 7km downstream of the analyzed wind farm, as were the deficits 

calculated in this study. Furthermore, the unstable atmospheric stability in the sites of 

these three wind farms closely resembles that of this studies analyzed site. The studies 

conducted by Striedlinger (2014) and Hasager et al. (2015) both used results obtained from 

WRF real-data simulations using the Fitch turbine scheme and MYNN surface and PBL 

physics schemes, showing very little variation from the WRF idealized simulations 

conducted for this thesis work. Furthermore, studies concerning wind speed deficits 

stemming from Horns Rev 1, conducted by Hasager et al. (2015) [100] demonstrate that 

SAR measurements are also exceeded by those of similarly compiled WRF simulations. 

 

Additionally, the sustained downstream generation of TKE behind both wind farms is 

consistent with the lack of flow recovery seen in the simulations carried out by Fitch et al. 

(2013) [2] (2012) [74] and Bredesen et al. (2014) [43]; the Bredesen simulations were 

conducted with real ERA Interim reanalysis data to determine the domain’s boundary 

conditions. In all three of these studies, the diffusion rate of the wake, at hub height, was 

greatly decreased in stable and neutral atmospheric stability regimes, when compared to 

unstable regimes. This is comparable to the work of this project, as the lack of vertical 

transport in the simulated boundary layers promotes the downstream flow of TKE and, 

consequently, the wake behind PA retains its shape and magnitude far beyond OWEZ.  

 

The indication of shadow effects in the range of roughly 7.53%-22.92% represents a great 

lack of accuracy stemming from the physical downscaling method, with shadow effects 

an order of magnitude beyond the 80% confidence interval, 0.22 – 1.83%, determined by 

the AnEn method. Despite this discrepancy, the indications of both the shadow effect 

determination method and AnEn method point to lower quantities of wind speed deficits 

in sites that are subject to unstable atmospheric stability conditions, which reflect the 

OWEZ site, and general North Sea, conditions. The results of the shadow effect 

determination method are consistent with those of Striedlinger (2014) and Hasager et al. 

(2015).  
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this study, the author has proposed a new method to be applied to WRF idealized 

modeling and observed wind distributions in order to quantify the shadow effect between 

closely clustered offshore wind farms, in light of current industry development trends. 

Interactions between Princes Amalia (120 MW) and Egmond aan Zee (108 MW) wind 

farms were used as a case study based on simulated, predicted and observed wind and 

atmospheric stability conditions.  

 

The proposed shadow effect determination method uses simulated wind speed deficits in 

conjunction with observed wind distributions to quantify the shadow effect, with regard 

to both wind speed and atmospheric stratification, between offshore wind farms. The 

accuracy of this method, roughly 7.53 – 22.92% deficit, were highlighted by a benchmark 

with the Analog Ensemble’s reconstructed wind speed deficits, between 0.22 – 1.83% 

confidence interval with a deterministic shadow effect in the predominant wind direction 

of 1.02%. This benchmark reflects the SEDM’s overestimation of wind speed deficits, 

likely due possibly to the turbine parametrization scheme used. This magnitude of wake 

effects is also seen in WRF real-data simulations, such as those of Striedlinger (2014) [98] 

and Hasager et al. (2015) [99]. 

 

The analyzed simulations indicated a drastic decrease in the frequency of occurrence in 

wind speeds; from 7 – 20 m/s in the areas unaffected by the wake to 5 – 13 m/s in the 

Downstream zone. This poses a greater issue than wind farms being at risk of decreased 

AEP, as higher turbulence intensities are associated with a lower wind speeds at hub height 

[4]. OWEZ’s turbines may also be subject to increased fatigue loads, risk of failure and 

operation and maintenance costs as a result of such decreases in wind speed. The 

overwhelming presence of stable and neutral atmospheric stability regimes in the 

simulations seem to be the primary cause of this major decrease in hub height wind speeds. 

 

As of now, the thesis work’s shadow effect determination method serves only to indicate 

the magnitude of an offshore wind farm’s shadow effect upon its downstream neighbors, 

with regard to atmospheric stability. Within this scope, the proposed method seems only 

to indicate a trend in the quantity of an upstream wind farm’s shadow effect with regard 

to atmospheric stability regimes; the accuracy of the quantified deficits is questionable as 

the quantified shadow effects lie far beyond the statistically determined 80% confidence 

interval.  

 

7.1 Recommendations 

 

One limiting factor of the thesis work’s determination method is the simulated 

atmospheric stabilities’ lack of correspondence to the analyzed site’s observed conditions. 

Given that the formulation of the WRF simulations was outside of the author’s scope in 

the project, sensitivity analyses based on various WRF physics parameters and turbine 

parametrization schemes [68], changing the resolution of the simulation, as well as 
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benchmarking the use of idealized and real wind and atmospheric boundary conditions 

were not conducted. Such analyses would likely determine the parameters that are most 

critical to WRF idealized modelling’s accuracy. Overall, increased accuracy in the SEDM 

would likely lead to increased efficiency and decreased losses, financial and technological, 

in future clustered offshore wind farm developments. Further understanding of the nature 

of offshore wind farms’ shadow effects is necessary for future developments in the 

expanding offshore wind power industry. 

  

7.2 Future Research 

 

Future work with the proposed method could lead to a greater impact upon the study of 

offshore wind farms’ shadow effects, e.g. how these wakes effect the longevity of 

clustered wind farms. Research concerning the resulting fatigue loads from wind farms’ 

wakes could be conducted to further understand the structural and operation and 

maintenance risks that are associated with wakes of this magnitude. One aspect of this 

future work would be to use mesoscale models that use boundary conditions based on the 

observed data from an analyzed site. Although the study’s AnEn technique accounts for 

atmospheric stability through wind profile extrapolation, the explicit addition of 

atmospheric stability, i.e. Bulk Richardson Number, Monin-Obukhov length or the PBL 

depth, could lead to increased forecasting accuracy [89].  

 

Several factors, which were outside the scope of the thesis project, could be adapted to 

future work to deepen the understanding of the interactions between offshore wind farms 

and the subsequent modelling of these effects. These factors include: 

 Refinement of WRF turbine parameterization schemes. Currently, the Fitch 

scheme does not account for any sub-grid turbine parametrization, meaning that 

turbines within a similar grid point will not have any influence on the other turbines 

in the same grid point. Furthermore, the parametrization scheme seems to 

overestimate the wake effects in all atmospheric stability regimes. Different 

turbine parametrization schemes should also be investigated for increased 

accuracy based on the proposed quantification method.  

 The AnEn model could be used to reconstruct OWEZ, or another downstream 

wind farm’s AEP, as described by Nissen et al. (2012) [96]. Given the scope of 

this research, only wind speeds and variables related to atmospheric stability were 

analyzed in WRF, the shadow effect determination method and the analog 

ensemble technique.  

 Additionally, power curves for OWEZ could be modeled using reconstructed wind 

speeds, in order to accurately predict the AEP from a wind farm (OWEZ in this 

study), if an upstream wind farm, (PA in this study) was never commissioned. This 

project focused predominantly on the modeling of atmospheric conditions and 

quantification of the resulting shadow effects, instead of the overall power 

generation within a wind farm.  
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 The shadow effects could be further investigated with LES, as with the work of 

Ola Eriksson (2015) [10], in order to increase the accuracy of the model. Of course, 

this comes with added time- and CPU-related expenses. 

 Shadow effects could be further investigated, benchmarking the results of WRF 

modelling and observed or SAR wind speed measurements.  

 

Overall, WRF idealized modeling proves itself as a consistent means of quantifying the 

shadow effect downstream of an offshore wind farm, however inaccurate when 

benchmarked to statistical modelling methods that use observed wind speed data to 

recreate atmospheric conditions. The statistical downscaling method, based on the Analog 

Ensemble technique, seems to provide more physically accurate results in predicting a 

wind farm’s shadow effect. Given the method’s flexibility to extend to variables other than 

wind speed, this technique may prove to have a greater impact within the wake research 

sector, as opposed to the physical downscaling method.  
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APPENDIX A. NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 

 

Momentum conservation equations in the x,y and z directions: 

 

 
 

Conservation of mass equation: 
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APPENDIX B. Simulation Specifications 

 
Table B.1 Model (simulation) heights in relation to reality. 

Model level Height [m] Model level Height [m] 

0 27.34238 17 6710.748 

1 93.97231 18 7424.582 

2 184.7382 19 8132.551 

3 300.2155 20 8840.94 

4 445.2321 21 9555.814 

5 629.4584 22 10263.19 

6 855.2151 23 10970.41 

7 1133.795 24 11686.71 

8 1471.699 25 12414.62 

9 1862.245 26 13160.25 

10 2309.377 27 13902.74 

11 2803.39 28 14679.69 

12 3345.659 29 15482.57 

13 3942.519 30 16319 

14 4583.063 31 17247.1 

15 5274.785 32 18254.39 

16 5995.608 33 19409.06 
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Table B.2 Dataset of simulated and observed wind speed and atmospheric stability regimes and their frequency of occurrence. Data is filtered by wind speed as well as 

the simulated atmospheric stability regime, calculated by means of the Bulk Richardson Number. 

Simulated and Observed Wind Speed and Atmospheric Stability Regimes 

Wind 

Speed 

Bin 

Simulated 

Frequency 

Observed 

Frequency 

Stable 

Observations 

Neutral 

Observations 

Unstable 

Observations 

Simulated 

frequency 

of stable 

conditions 

Simulated 

frequency of 

neutral 

conditions 

Simulated 

frequency 

of unstable 

conditions 

1 0% 0.75% 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

2 0% 2.45% 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

3 0% 3.60% 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

4 0.26% 3.50% 0 2 0 0.00% 0.26% 0.00% 

5 3.15% 5.35% 1 19 4 0.13% 2.49% 0.52% 

6 2.76% 5.40% 3 16 2 0.39% 2.10% 0.26% 

7 4.59% 5.20% 8 26 1 1.05% 3.41% 0.13% 

8 6.56% 6.70% 24 20 6 3.15% 2.62% 0.79% 

9 8.01% 8.50% 28 27 6 3.67% 3.54% 0.79% 

10 7.09% 10.60% 29 20 5 3.81% 2.62% 0.66% 

11 6.17% 9.85% 20 24 3 2.62% 3.15% 0.39% 

12 6.96% 7.65% 23 28 2 3.02% 3.67% 0.26% 

13 6.30% 8.85% 8 23 17 1.05% 3.02% 2.23% 

14 5.12% 8.35% 4 35 0 0.52% 4.59% 0.00% 

15 7.74% 4.65% 3 54 2 0.39% 7.09% 0.26% 

16 6.04% 2.85% 2 44 0 0.26% 5.77% 0.00% 

17 6.82% 2.15% 7 45 0 0.92% 5.91% 0.00% 

18 5.64% 1.60% 4 39 0 0.52% 5.12% 0.00% 

19 4.33% 1.10% 0 33 0 0.00% 4.33% 0.00% 

20 3.41% 0.65% 0 26 0 0.00% 3.41% 0.00% 
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21 2.76% 0.25% 0 21 0 0.00% 2.76% 0.00% 

22 1.97% 0% 0 15 0 0.00% 1.97% 0.00% 

23 1.57% 0% 0 12 0 0.00% 1.57% 0.00% 

24 0.79% 0% 0 6 0 0.00% 0.79% 0.00% 

25 0.79% 0% 0 6 0 0.00% 0.79% 0.00% 

26 0.52% 0% 0 4 0 0.00% 0.52% 0.00% 

27 0.26% 0% 0 2 0 0.00% 0.26% 0.00% 

28 0.13% 0% 0 1 0 0.00% 0.13% 0.00% 

29 0.13% 0% 0 1 0 0.00% 0.13% 0.00% 

30 0.13% 0% 0 1 0 0.00% 0.13% 0.00% 

 

 
Table B.3 Coordinates for zones of analysis 

 Latitude Longitude 

Free Zone 52.7226372° 4.3361816° 

Upstream Zone 52.5843811° 4.1146240° 

Downstream Zone 52.5843811° 4.3361816° 
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APPENDIX C. As If Measured (AIM) Experiment 

 

 
Figure C.1 Results from the As If Measured (AIM) experiment preceding the mesoscale study of the shadow effect of 

Princes Amalia onto Egmond aan Zee. BAA, AAA and HAA indicate the three predictor variable configurations, with 

either 10, 15, 20 or 25 analogs within their ensembles. The models set up with only one height of wind speed 

measurement proved to be the least accurate, as atmospheric stability could not be represented by extrapolated wind 

shear. Both the BAA and AAA configurations with 15 analogs resulted in the most accurate wind speed deficits.  
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Figure C.2 Full time series benchmark of observed (black), MERRA (green) and reconstructed (red) wind speed data. This comparison 

indicates the ability of the Analog Ensemble technique to accurately reconstruct input MERRA data to fit the observed data without 

bias between datasets.  
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Figure  C.3 Time series of observed wind data from IJmuiden met mast, filtered by wind direction, in order to 

determine the predominant wind direction at the OWEZ site. 
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APPENDIX D – ECN OWEZ Site Measurements [80]
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APPENDIX E – Sample Matlab Scripts 

 

E.1 EXAMPLE OF VARIABLE ACQUISITION 
 
% load the data 

   

addpath('D:\Vattenfall_Thesis\Data_Received\matlab\function') 

diri='D:\Vattenfall_Thesis\Data_Received\wrfout_updated'; 

grid_fili='geo_em.d03.nc'; 

wrfout ='wrfout_10ms__d01_2007-06-01_05_00_00'; 

%% Choose first wrfout file 

grid_fili_var=wrfout; 

  

[x_lon x_lat U_unstack V_unstack ] = get_uv_unstacked( [diri '\',grid_fili],[diri 

'\',grid_fili_var]); 

[lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V ] = get_u10v10( [diri '\',grid_fili],[diri 

'\',grid_fili_var]); 

% make plots;  

  

plot_contours_4d(x_lon, x_lat, U_unstack, V_unstack,diri ) 

% hold on 

plot_quiver(x_lon, x_lat, U_unstack, V_unstack,diri ) 

% hold off 

 

function [x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, U_unstack, V_unstack] = 

get_uv_unstacked( grid_fili, grid_fili_var) 

%GET_GRID Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

x_lat = ncread(grid_fili,'XLAT_U'); 

x_lon = ncread(grid_fili,'XLONG_U'); 

y_lat=ncread(grid_fili,'XLAT_V'); 

y_lon=ncread(grid_fili,'XLONG_V'); 

lat_unstack=ncread(grid_fili,'XLAT_M'); 

lon_unstack=ncread(grid_fili,'XLONG_M'); 

  

% get the variables  

    U=ncread(grid_fili_var,'U'); 

    V=ncread(grid_fili_var,'V'); 

  

    %Regriding  

        [dim_x dim_y]=size(lat_unstack); 

  

    U_unstack= zeros(dim_x,dim_y,25); 

    V_unstack= zeros(dim_x,dim_y,25); 

     

  for i=1:25 % times 

        for j=1:10 % heights 

            

U_unstack(:,:,j,i)=griddata(double(x_lat),double(x_lon),double(squeeze(U(:,:,j,i))),doubl

e(lat_unstack),double(lon_unstack)); 

            

V_unstack(:,:,j,i)=griddata(double(y_lat),double(y_lon),double(squeeze(V(:,:,j,i))),doubl

e(lat_unstack),double(lon_unstack)); 

        end 

  end 

 

 
function [lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V W ] = get_u10v10( grid_fili, grid_fili_var ) 

%GET_GRID Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

lat_unstack=ncread(grid_fili,'XLAT_M'); 

lon_unstack=ncread(grid_fili,'XLONG_M'); 

% get the variables  

    U=ncread(grid_fili_var,'U'); 
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    V=ncread(grid_fili_var,'V'); 

    W = ncread(grid_fili_var,'W'); 

    %Regriding  

        [dim_x dim_y]=size(lon_unstack); 

  

end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E.2 EXAMPLE OF VARIABLE PLOTTING (wind speed and direction) 

 
function [ ] = plot_contours_4d(x_lon, x_lat, U_unstack, V_unstack, diri, grid_fili_var ) 

%PLOT_CONTOURS Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

%PLOT_QUIVER Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

plot_level=1 

plot_time=1 

stride=10 

contour_lines=[1:0.2:25] 

    fid=fopen([diri,'\turbine_pos_owez.txt']) 

    [data]=textscan(fid,'%s%s %*[^\n]','delimiter',',') 

    lon_turb_owez=str2double(data{1,2}) 

    lat_turb_owez=str2double(data{1,1}) 

fclose(fid) 

    fid=fopen([diri,'\turbine_pos_Princess_amailia.txt']) 

    [data]=textscan(fid,'%s%s %*[^\n]','delimiter',',') 

    lon_turb_amal=str2double(data{1,2}) 

    lat_turb_amal=str2double(data{1,1}) 

fclose(fid)  
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load([diri,'\North_sea_coasts.dat']) 

offset=1   

    lon_left=min(min(x_lon))-offset 

    lon_right=max(max(x_lon))+offset 

    lat_top=max(max(x_lat))+offset 

    lat_bottom=min(min(x_lat))-offset 

  

    figure 

      

%    m_proj('lambert','lon',[lon_left lon_right],'lat',[lat_bottom lat_top]); 

     m_proj('mercator','lon',[4.03 4.8],'lat',[52.3 52.8]);     

     m_grid('tickdir','out','yaxislocation','right',... 

       'xaxislocation','top','xlabeldir','end','ticklen',.02); 

     hold on; 

     

m_contourf(x_lon,x_lat,smooth2a((.5*(U_unstack(:,:,plot_level,plot_time).^2+V_unstack(:,:

,plot_level,plot_time).^2).^0.5),2,2),contour_lines); 

     colorbar 

     xlabel('Simulated surface winds'); 

     str = sprintf('%s simulation at plot level %d and plot time %d', grid_fili_var, 

plot_level, plot_time) 

     title(str); %num2str if it doesn't work 

     

    % add turbine positions  

    [x_len,y_len]=size((U_unstack(:,:,plot_level,plot_time))) 

    [X,Y]=m_ll2xy(lon_turb_amal,lat_turb_amal); 

    h=line(X,Y,'Marker','Square','LineStyle','none','color','red','Markersize',8);hold on  

    hold on 

    [X,Y]=m_ll2xy(lon_turb_owez,lat_turb_owez); 

    h=line(X,Y,'Marker','Square','LineStyle','none','color','red','Markersize',8);hold on  

    m_line(North_sea_coasts(:,1),North_sea_coasts(:,2)); 

    m_line(North_sea_coasts(:,1),North_sea_coasts(:,2),'linewidth',1.5,'color','black'); 

     

    hold on 

    

m_quiver(x_lon(1:stride:x_len,1:stride:y_len),x_lat(1:stride:x_len,1:stride:y_len),U_unst

ack(1:stride:x_len,1:stride:y_len,plot_level,plot_time),V_unstack(1:stride:x_len,1:stride

:y_len,plot_level,plot_time),0.4); 

     

end 
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E.3 EXAMPLE OF DATASET CREATION 

 
% load the data 

  

diri='D:\Vattenfall_Thesis\Data_Received\wrfout\data';  

addpath('D:\Vattenfall_Thesis\Data_Received\matlab\function') 

% diri='F:\Vattenfall_Thesis\Data_Received\wrfout_updated'; 

grid_fili='geo_em.d03.nc'; 

data = dataset; 

  

  

%% Extracting the BRN, WS(wake), WS(free), deficits 

  

grid_fili_var= 'wrfout_10ms__d01_2007-06-01_05_00_00'; 

  

[lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V ] = get_u10v10( grid_fili, grid_fili_var ); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack, wspd] = get_uvws_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsfr] = get_uvws_free( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsppa] = get_uvws_prePA( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNw] = BRN_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNv] = BRN_ds( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNp] = BRN_ppa( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

  

%% 

grid_fili_var= 'wrfout_10ms_neutral_works'; 

%  

[lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V ] = get_u10v10( grid_fili, grid_fili_var ); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack, wspd2] = get_uvws_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsfr2] = get_uvws_free( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsppa2] = get_uvws_prePA( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNw2] = BRN_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNv2] = BRN_ds( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNp2] = BRN_ppa( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

  

%% 

grid_fili_var= 'wrfout_neutral_15'; 

% 

[lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V ] = get_u10v10( grid_fili, grid_fili_var ); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack, wspd3] = get_uvws_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsfr3] = get_uvws_free( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsppa3] = get_uvws_prePA( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNw3] = BRN_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNv3] = BRN_ds( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNp3] = BRN_ppa( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

  

%% 

grid_fili_var= 'wrfout_15ms__d01_2007-06-01_05_00_00'; 

  

[lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V ] = get_u10v10( grid_fili, grid_fili_var ); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack, wspd4] = get_uvws_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsfr4] = get_uvws_free( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsppa4] = get_uvws_prePA( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNw4] = BRN_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNv4] = BRN_ds( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNp4] = BRN_ppa( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

  

... 
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%% 

grid_fili_var = 'wrfout_50ms_neutral_3_d01_2007-06-01_05_00_00'; 

  

% 

[lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V ] = get_u10v10( grid_fili, grid_fili_var ); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack, wspd38] = get_uvws_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsfr38] = get_uvws_free( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsppa38] = get_uvws_prePA( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNw38] = BRN_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNv38] = BRN_ds( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNp38] = BRN_ppa( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

  

%% 

grid_fili_var = 'wrfout_30ms_neutral_3_d01_2007-06-01_05_00_00'; 

  

% 

[lon_unstack lat_unstack  U V ] = get_u10v10( grid_fili, grid_fili_var ); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack, wspd39] = get_uvws_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsfr39] = get_uvws_free( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon, x_lat, lat_unstack, lon_unstack, wsppa39] = get_uvws_prePA( grid_fili, 

grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNw39] = BRN_wake( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNv39] = BRN_ds( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

[x_lon x_lat lat_unstack lon_unstack BRNp39] = BRN_ppa( grid_fili, grid_fili_var); 

  

  

%% Fill in the data 

data = dataset({[wspd; wspd2; wspd3; wspd4; wspd5; wspd6; wspd7; wspd8; wspd9; wspd10; 

wspd11; wspd12; wspd13; wspd14; wspd15; wspd16; wspd17; wspd18; ... 

               wspd19; wspd20; wspd21; wspd22; wspd23; wspd24; wspd25; wspd26; wspd27; 

wspd28; wspd29; wspd30; wspd31; wspd32; wspd33; wspd34; wspd35; ... 

               wspd36; wspd37; wspd38; wspd39], 'WS_Wake'},...  

               {[wsfr; wsfr2; wsfr3; wsfr4; wsfr5; wsfr6; wsfr7; wsfr8; wsfr9; wsfr10; 

wsfr11; wsfr12; wsfr13; wsfr14; wsfr15; wsfr16; wsfr17; wsfr18; ... 

               wsfr19; wsfr20; wsfr21; wsfr22; wsfr23; wsfr24; wsfr25; wsfr26; wsfr27; 

wsfr28; wsfr29; wsfr30; wsfr31; wsfr32; wsfr33; wsfr34; wsfr35; ... 

               wsfr36; wsfr37; wsfr38; wsfr39], 'WS_Free'},...  

               {[wsfr-wspd; wsfr2-wspd2; wsfr3-wspd3; wsfr4-wspd4; wsfr5-wspd5; wsfr6-

wspd6; wsfr7-wspd7; wsfr8-wspd8; wsfr9-wspd9; wsfr10-wspd10; wsfr11-wspd11; ... 

               wsfr12-wspd12; wsfr13-wspd13; wsfr14-wspd14; wsfr15-wspd15; wsfr16-wspd16; 

wsfr17-wspd17; wsfr18-wspd18; wsfr19-wspd19; wsfr20-wspd20; wsfr21-wspd21; ... 

               wsfr22-wspd22; wsfr23-wspd23; wsfr24-wspd24; wsfr25-wspd25; wsfr26-wspd26; 

wsfr27-wspd27; wsfr28-wspd28; wsfr29-wspd29; wsfr30-wspd30; wsfr31-wspd31; ... 

               wsfr32-wspd32; wsfr33-wspd33; wsfr34-wspd34; wsfr35-wspd35; wsfr36-wspd36; 

wsfr37-wspd37; wsfr38-wspd38; wsfr39-wspd39], 'WS_deficit_free'},...  

               {[wsppa; wsppa2; wsppa3; wsppa4; wsppa5; wsppa6; wsppa7; wsppa8; wsppa9; 

wsppa10; wsppa11; wsppa12; wsppa13; wsppa14; wsppa15; wsppa16; wsppa17; wsppa18; ... 

               wsppa19; wsppa20; wsppa21; wsppa22; wsppa23; wsppa24; wsppa25; wsppa26; 

wsppa27; wsppa28; wsppa29; wsppa30; wsppa31; wsppa32; wsppa33; wsppa34; wsppa35; ... 

               wsppa36; wsppa37; wsppa38; wsppa39], 'WS_Pre_PA'},...  

               {[wsppa-wspd; wsppa2-wspd2; wsppa3-wspd3; wsppa4-wspd4; wsppa5-wspd5; 

wsppa6-wspd6; wsppa7-wspd7; wsppa8-wspd8; wsppa9-wspd9; wsppa10-wspd10; wsppa11-

wspd11;... 

               wsppa12-wspd12; wsppa13-wspd13; wsppa14-wspd14; wsppa15-wspd15; wsppa16-

wspd16; wsppa17-wspd17; wsppa18-wspd18; wsppa19-wspd19; wsppa20-wspd20; wsppa21-wspd21; 

... 

               wsppa22-wspd22; wsppa23-wspd23; wsppa24-wspd24; wsppa25-wspd25; wsppa26-

wspd26; wsppa27-wspd27; wsppa28-wspd28; wsppa29-wspd29; wsppa30-wspd30; wsppa31-wspd31; 

... 

               wsppa32-wspd32; wsppa33-wspd33; wsppa34-wspd34; wsppa35-wspd35; wsppa36-

wspd36; wsppa37-wspd37; wsppa38-wspd38; wsppa39-wspd39], 'WS_deficit_Pre_PA'},...  

               {[BRNw; BRNw2; BRNw3; BRNw4; BRNw5; BRNw6; BRNw7; BRNw8; BRNw9; BRNw10; 

BRNw11; BRNw12; BRNw13; BRNw14; BRNw15; BRNw16; BRNw17; BRNw18; BRNw19; BRNw20; BRNw21; 

... 
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               BRNw22; BRNw23; BRNw24; BRNw25; BRNw26; BRNw27; BRNw28; BRNw29; BRNw30; 

BRNw31; BRNw32; BRNw33; BRNw34; BRNw35; BRNw36; BRNw37; BRNw38; BRNw39], 

'Bulk_Richardson_Number_wake'},...  

               {[BRNv; BRNv2; BRNv3; BRNv4; BRNv5; BRNv6; BRNv7; BRNv8; BRNv9; BRNv10; 

BRNv11; BRNv12; BRNv13; BRNv14; BRNv15; BRNv16; BRNv17; BRNv18; BRNv19; BRNv20; BRNv21; 

... 

               BRNv22; BRNv23; BRNv24; BRNv25; BRNv26; BRNv27; BRNv28; BRNv29; BRNv30; 

BRNv31; BRNv32; BRNv33; BRNv34; BRNv35; BRNv36; BRNp37; BRNv38; BRNv39], 

'Bulk_Richardson_Number_free'},...  

               {[BRNp; BRNp2; BRNp3; BRNp4; BRNp5; BRNp6; BRNp7; BRNp8; BRNp9; BRNp10; 

BRNp11; BRNp12; BRNp13; BRNp14; BRNp15; BRNp16; BRNp17; BRNp18; BRNp19; BRNp20; BRNp21; 

... 

               BRNp22; BRNp23; BRNp24; BRNp25; BRNp26; BRNp27; BRNp28; BRNp29; BRNp30; 

BRNp31; BRNp32; BRNp33; BRNp34; BRNp35; BRNp36; BRNp37;  BRNp38; BRNp39], 

'Bulk_Richardson_Number_Pre_PA'});  

  

%% Make WS bins 

  

Y = discretize([data.WS_Free],[0:1:30]); 

% X = discretize([data.Bulk_Richardson_Number_free],[-2 0 0.25 2]); 

% Z = discretize([data.Bulk_Richardson_Number_Pre_PA],[-2 0 0.25 2]); 

data = dataset({[wspd; wspd2; wspd3; wspd4; wspd5; wspd6; wspd7; wspd8; wspd9; wspd10; 

wspd11; wspd12; wspd13; wspd14; wspd15; wspd16; wspd17; wspd18; ... 

               wspd19; wspd20; wspd21; wspd22; wspd23; wspd24; wspd25; wspd26; wspd27; 

wspd28; wspd29; wspd30; wspd31; wspd32; wspd33; wspd34; wspd35; ... 

               wspd36; wspd37; wspd38; wspd39], 'WS_Wake'},...  

               {[wsfr; wsfr2; wsfr3; wsfr4; wsfr5; wsfr6; wsfr7; wsfr8; wsfr9; wsfr10; 

wsfr11; wsfr12; wsfr13; wsfr14; wsfr15; wsfr16; wsfr17; wsfr18; ... 

               wsfr19; wsfr20; wsfr21; wsfr22; wsfr23; wsfr24; wsfr25; wsfr26; wsfr27; 

wsfr28; wsfr29; wsfr30; wsfr31; wsfr32; wsfr33; wsfr34; wsfr35; ... 

               wsfr36; wsfr37; wsfr38; wsfr39], 'WS_Free'},...  

               {[wsfr-wspd; wsfr2-wspd2; wsfr3-wspd3; wsfr4-wspd4; wsfr5-wspd5; wsfr6-

wspd6; wsfr7-wspd7; wsfr8-wspd8; wsfr9-wspd9; wsfr10-wspd10; wsfr11-wspd11; ... 

               wsfr12-wspd12; wsfr13-wspd13; wsfr14-wspd14; wsfr15-wspd15; wsfr16-wspd16; 

wsfr17-wspd17; wsfr18-wspd18; wsfr19-wspd19; wsfr20-wspd20; wsfr21-wspd21; ... 

               wsfr22-wspd22; wsfr23-wspd23; wsfr24-wspd24; wsfr25-wspd25; wsfr26-wspd26; 

wsfr27-wspd27; wsfr28-wspd28; wsfr29-wspd29; wsfr30-wspd30; wsfr31-wspd31; ... 

               wsfr32-wspd32; wsfr33-wspd33; wsfr34-wspd34; wsfr35-wspd35; wsfr36-wspd36; 

wsfr37-wspd37; wsfr38-wspd38; wsfr39-wspd39], 'WS_deficit_free'},...  

               {[wsppa; wsppa2; wsppa3; wsppa4; wsppa5; wsppa6; wsppa7; wsppa8; wsppa9; 

wsppa10; wsppa11; wsppa12; wsppa13; wsppa14; wsppa15; wsppa16; wsppa17; wsppa18; ... 

               wsppa19; wsppa20; wsppa21; wsppa22; wsppa23; wsppa24; wsppa25; wsppa26; 

wsppa27; wsppa28; wsppa29; wsppa30; wsppa31; wsppa32; wsppa33; wsppa34; wsppa35; ... 

               wsppa36; wsppa37; wsppa38; wsppa39], 'WS_Pre_PA'},...  

               {[wsppa-wspd; wsppa2-wspd2; wsppa3-wspd3; wsppa4-wspd4; wsppa5-wspd5; 

wsppa6-wspd6; wsppa7-wspd7; wsppa8-wspd8; wsppa9-wspd9; wsppa10-wspd10; wsppa11-

wspd11;... 

               wsppa12-wspd12; wsppa13-wspd13; wsppa14-wspd14; wsppa15-wspd15; wsppa16-

wspd16; wsppa17-wspd17; wsppa18-wspd18; wsppa19-wspd19; wsppa20-wspd20; wsppa21-wspd21; 

... 

               wsppa22-wspd22; wsppa23-wspd23; wsppa24-wspd24; wsppa25-wspd25; wsppa26-

wspd26; wsppa27-wspd27; wsppa28-wspd28; wsppa29-wspd29; wsppa30-wspd30; wsppa31-wspd31; 

... 

               wsppa32-wspd32; wsppa33-wspd33; wsppa34-wspd34; wsppa35-wspd35; wsppa36-

wspd36; wsppa37-wspd37; wsppa38-wspd38; wsppa39-wspd39], 'WS_deficit_Pre_PA'},...  

               {[BRNw; BRNw2; BRNw3; BRNw4; BRNw5; BRNw6; BRNw7; BRNw8; BRNw9; BRNw10; 

BRNw11; BRNw12; BRNw13; BRNw14; BRNw15; BRNw16; BRNw17; BRNw18; BRNw19; BRNw20; BRNw21; 

... 

               BRNw22; BRNw23; BRNw24; BRNw25; BRNw26; BRNw27; BRNw28; BRNw29; BRNw30; 

BRNw31; BRNw32; BRNw33; BRNw34; BRNw35; BRNw36; BRNw37; BRNw38; BRNw39], 

'Bulk_Richardson_Number_wake'},...  

               {[BRNv; BRNv2; BRNv3; BRNv4; BRNv5; BRNv6; BRNv7; BRNv8; BRNv9; BRNv10; 

BRNv11; BRNv12; BRNv13; BRNv14; BRNv15; BRNv16; BRNv17; BRNv18; BRNv19; BRNv20; BRNv21; 

... 

               BRNv22; BRNv23; BRNv24; BRNv25; BRNv26; BRNv27; BRNv28; BRNv29; BRNv30; 

BRNv31; BRNv32; BRNv33; BRNv34; BRNv35; BRNv36; BRNp37; BRNv38; BRNv39], 

'Bulk_Richardson_Number_free'},...  
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               {[BRNp; BRNp2; BRNp3; BRNp4; BRNp5; BRNp6; BRNp7; BRNp8; BRNp9; BRNp10; 

BRNp11; BRNp12; BRNp13; BRNp14; BRNp15; BRNp16; BRNp17; BRNp18; BRNp19; BRNp20; BRNp21; 

... 

               BRNp22; BRNp23; BRNp24; BRNp25; BRNp26; BRNp27; BRNp28; BRNp29; BRNp30; 

BRNp31; BRNp32; BRNp33; BRNp34; BRNp35; BRNp36; BRNp37;  BRNp38; BRNp39], 

'Bulk_Richardson_Number_Pre_PA'},... 

               {[Y],'WS_Bins'});  
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APPENDIX F – Vestas V80 & V90 Power curve and technical specifications 

 

V80: 
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V90:  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


